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ABSTRACT

Television news plays an increasingly important role in the interpretation of political
events for most Americans, particularly when negative outcomes demand responsibility.
The aim of this study was to assess if the major networks attributed more blame to the
Republican Congress than to the president in their broadcast coverage of the 1995-1996
federal government shutdowns, to examine the news framing of this event, and to
examine the characteristics of the audiovisual messages. Findings suggest that the
Republican Congress was blamed more for the shutdowns and received more negative
audio and visual attributions than the president. Findings suggest that while the networks
presented the shutdowns through more strategy than issue frames, a human-interest frame
was identified as a dominant theme throughout the coverage. Results did not support the
hypothesized relationship between frames and visual images. Theoretical, methodological
and applied implications for political media and suggestions for future research are
advanced.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE

Politicians have long since learned that in the days of television,
pictures are more important than words anyway. Image is
everything.
Walter Cronkite (Cronkite, 1998, p. 61)

Our message is a balanced budget in seven years. Our message is not
some government shutdown... Somewhere along the way, we've gotten
off message.
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole (Cloud, 1996, p. 54).

Most will agree that the old adage "a picture is worth a thousand words" is
particularly apropos in today's political media environment of high-tech campaign
advertising and constant barrage of "photo bites" in the evening news (Cronkite, 1998).
Only cursory attention has been paid, however, to the content of audiovisual messages
found in television news. Because so many Americans turn to television as their major
source of political information, the television message should be understood in terms of
the complete audiovisual message and how these messages impact the ongoing pursuit
for public support in the political arena.
Public approval manifests itself in many forms, including support for government
policies, votes during an election, and approval ratings during any given political crisis.
Another aspect of public opinion that has captured the interest of political communication
scholars is in the form of attributions of responsibility (Iyengar, 1991). The notion of
responsibility is a critical determinant of political success vis-a-vis public approval or
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disapproval. Consequently, when an unfortunate event occurs that has immediate and
long-term ramifications for government and the citizenry, the need to attribute blame will
be urgent and significant.
The context of the present analysis focuses on the 1995-1996 federal government
shutdowns and offers an opportunity to examine the network news coverage of both the
president and the Republican Congress in a heated political battle over a two-month
period. It was during this period that President Bill Clinton and the Republican-led
Congress attempted to resolve their differences over the Fiscal Year 1996 budget of the
United States. This political stalemate involved at least 800,000 federal workers being
flirloughed during the first shutdown and approximately 250,000 flirloughed a second
time because the executive and legislative branches of government could not agree to a
balanced budget (McGrath, 1996). While the budgetary issues had been on the table for
some time before the shutdowns, the topic became the lead stoiy on the nightly news only
when the disagreements caused the government to shut down due to a lack of funding for
the first time since October 1990.
In addition, all four networks aired numerous man-on-the-street interviews with
average citizens who were upset or frustrated by the shutdown. Elementary school
students, whose field trip to Washington D.C. was cancelled because of the shutdown,
were interviewed with one child saying, "Im disappointed and feel let down by the
government" (NBC, 11/17/95). The budget had been a concern for the government for
some time but only became an interesting, ongoing news story when it turned into a battle
that had an impact on the daily lives of the average American.
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The 1995-1996 federal government shutdown was a significant political event that
pundits speculate had important effects on the Republican Congress. For example, some
claimed that the shutdowns had an impact on Bob Dole's attempt to win the 1996
presidential election as well as the overall credibility of the Republican Congress,
particularly weakening public support for the Republican's Contract with America
(Brownstein & Hook, 1998, November 1). Despite the presumed impact of the media on
public opinion during this government crisis, there has been no systematic investigation
of the media coverage of the government shutdowns to date.
While the government shutdowns were the result of a constitutional stalemate
between the executive and legislative branch over the fiscal 1996 balanced budget
amendment, it did not appear that most people placed equal blame on both branches of
government. Public support shifted during the budget impasse from earlier that year as
favorability ratings for Speaker Gingrich and the congressional Republicans were
replaced with advantages for the president's position (Jones, 1999). "By 51 percent to 28
percent, voters blamed the Republicans for the budget impasse and, moreover,
respondents gave President Clinton higher marks than the Republicans for trying to find a
solution" (Jones, 1999, p. 130). In essence, the filming of the shutdowns in the media
may have contributed to the general public's propensity to place more responsibility on
the Republican Congress than the president (Brownstein & Hook, 1998, November 1).
This study will assess if the networks had attributed more blame to the
Republican Congress than to the Democratic president during this political battle. It will
do so by examining the fi^aming of the event in the form of'attributions of responsibility'
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in both the audio and visual content of network coverage of the government shutdowns
(Grabe, 1996; Iyengar, 1991). In addition, the present study will attempt to replicate
fmdings of more traditional framing analyses that look at strategy and issue frames found
in political news content.
Through these analyses, the present study will contribute to what is known about
the characteristics of the audiovisual messages found in television coverage of a political
event, in this case the 1995-1996 federal government shutdowns. It will examine
specifically the television news content and ask, in combination with audio frames, how
visuals contribute to the overall presentation of political events, increasing our
understanding of the theoretical and practical implications of news frames.
Much of the literature concerning political television news has been examined
from a framing perspective, suggesting that the media can define political issues by
emphasizing particular attributes of an issue. As Kinder and Berinsky (1999) put it, "The
issues taken up by government are always complex; they are always subject to alternative
interpretations...and frames, it is argued, provide order and meaning; they make the
world beyond direct experience seem natural" (p. 4).
Researchers studying television news framing have done so by studying and
manipulating the audio portion of television news alone, leaving the very important
component of visuals out of their experimental analyses (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997;
Iyengar, 1991). For instance, much of what is known about television frames,
specifically, is largely based on experimental manipulations of the audio tracks only
(Cappella & Jamieson, 1997; Iyengar, 1991).
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Crigler, Just, and Neuman (1994), however, have argued that "the visual images
of television are often said to set television news apart from other news media" (p. 133).
It has also been said that the visual capacity of television news gives it greater
believability than newspapers and radio news (Erickson, 1996; Meyrowitz, 1991;
Robinson & Levy, 1986). While controlling the visuals in television news lends greater
precision to analyses of audio framing, it does not further our understanding of the
television message as a whole. In essence, it does not give us the whole picture.
Additionally, more studies that examine the audiovisual nature of television are
needed simply because of the increasing number of studies that have shown varying
audience effects for audio, visual, and audio-visual channels (Crigler, Just & Neumann,
1994; Graber, 1991). Some research on the effects of television visuals suggests that
audiences find the visual component of television to be more "real" (Graber, 1988) and,
in combination with the audio portion, are more emotionally aroused by message content
than from either audio or visual content alone (Crigler, Just & Neuman, 1994).
The rationale behind the present inquiry is two-fold. Television news can not only
frame responsibility for political events, but has been shown to affect political discourse
and beliefs about the accountability of elected officials (Iyengar, 1996). Since television
is cited as a political news source for a majority of the population compared to other
sources (Graber, 1997; Stanley & Niemi, 1990; Roper organization, 1991), it is
reasonable to examine how the networks covered this event and if, in fact, coverage was
biased in attributing responsibility for the shutdowns.
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Secondly, most studies of political news focus on election coverage at the expense
of coverage of other equally significant political events (Graber, 1997). Graber (1993)
concludes that "the heavy focus on election communication and, to a certain extent, on
mass media messages, is the reason why scholars have been spread very thin in research
of other aspects of this broad subdiscipline" (p. 324). Investigations into non-election
political news can provide an opportunity to increase our understanding of issue coverage
by discerning what features are routinely depicted when political leaders and political
phenomena are discussed.
The 1995-1996 government shutdowns represent a unique research opportunity to
look at the television media coverage of both branches of government in direct conflict
over an extended period of time. By focusing on a specific event, rather than general
coverage over a period of time with no regard to issues, the present analysis can move
beyond simply looking at the amount of coverage each branch received to attributes of
that coverage—in the form of frames.
The hypotheses and research questions put forth in this study will address these
two areas of concern—the lack of attention to visuals and non-election coverage—and
will be answered through the use of a content analysis of network broadcast news
coverage of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns.
The literature review will provide the necessary context for the hypotheses and
research questions tested and examined in this study. First, the necessary background
information regarding the case study of the government shutdowns of 1995 and 1996 will
be outlined in order to provide context for the present analysis. A brief examination of the
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literature is then presented concerning media coverage of the president and Congress,
which suggests that the media tend to give more favorable coverage to the executive
branch compared to the legislative branch (Graber, 1997; Parker, 1981; Shields & Goidel,
1996). This research, drawn mostly from the field of political science and political
communication, guides many of the hypotheses concerning the extent to which the
networks attributed responsibility to the president and Congress during the 1995-1996
government shutdowns.
Because the present study argues that media issue framing is influenced by both
the audio and visual elements of a news story, it will illustrate how framing has been
defined and subsequently adopt a definition for use in the study. Within this framing
literature review, a discussion of relevant political frames as identified in the extant
literature will be presented, followed by a rationale for why framing is an appropriate
theoretical framework for the present study.
Researchers, pundits and professionals often point to the business side of news
produrtion as the cause of news bias and framing. Price and Tewksbury (1996) suggest
that news values influence public opinion when journalists, editors, and producers of the
nation's news have a propensity to choose and report stories based on "common criteria
presumed to represent the desires and preferences of the news-consuming public" (p.
174). As Patterson (1998) also puts it:
Although journalists sometimes claim that the news is a "mirror" held up
to society, it is actually a highly selective account of events. News is a
construct; it is a version of reality shaped in significant part by journalistic
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norms and conventions. Through the frames

they employ and the

gatekeeping role they play, journalists help to shape public opinion and
debate (p. 17).
Therefore, the literature concerning news production values, norms, and routines of
journalists that contribute to the framing of political news will also be presented.
To accomplish a thorough investigation of both the audio and visual content of
television messages, some hypotheses and research questions in this study focus on how
President Clinton and members of the Republican Congress fared in terms of their visual
media images. A review of the research on the structural features of visual content and
basic editing techniques lends insight and provides context for the present examination of
the visual content of television messages. This work is drawn largely from Messaris'
(1994) research on visual literacy, but has also recently been applied to explain visual
bias in television news (Grabe, 1996).
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CHAPTER n
LITERATURE REVIEW, HYPOTHESES, AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
A Synopsis of the 1995-1996 Federal Government Shutdowns
The 1995-1996 government shutdowns present an interesting and useful case
study to examine political media coverage for several reasons. First, according to Graber
(1993) political communication research has largely ignored specific issues during
election campaign coverage, and instead points routinely to major deficiencies in overall
issue coverage. The government shutdowns, on the other hand, center around the issue of
the balanced budget as well as other ancillary issues such as Medicare, education, and the
environment. By studying media coverage of this specific event, we can focus our
attention on how issues are covered in a non-election context.
Second, there has been no systematic study to date of the media coverage
surrounding this important political event. The far-reaching effects of the shutdowns on
various government programs suggest that the event was more than just a finger-pointing
battle between the president and Republican Congress, but involved more fundamental
ideological differences between the two parties.
Some of the effects were felt immediately, such as the closing of national parks
and monuments as well as delayed unemployment and Social Security payments. On the
other hand, programs such as the Meals on Wheels elderly nutrition program suffered
when funds began to dry up. At universities, some federally funded research was slowed
or halted, U.S. passports were not issued for a period of time hurting the travel industry,
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and "deadbeat dads" received a break when the Federal Parent Locator Service was shut
down (Shillinger, 1995, November 13, p. 1).
The government shutdowns represent a very process-oriented, complex news
story that held the interest of both the public and the news media for an extended period
of time, and also played a potentially crucial role in the upcoming 1996 presidential
campaign. Until November 20, 1981, the federal government had never experienced a
partial shutdown, and in 1981 for the first time federal employees were sent home for half
a day as a result of a budgetary impasse between the president and Congress. Since then,
the government had experienced short-term partial shutdowns, but the November 1995
shutdown lasted six days, and the second shutdown in December 1995 and January 1996
lasted twenty-one days being "by far the longest federal shutdown artion to date"
(McGrath, 1996).
According to New York Times reports, the White House disclosed that the first
government shutdown cost taxpayers nearly $800 million (Hershey, 1995, November 23),
half of which included the salaries of the 800,000 workers fiirloughed for four paid work
days, and lost Federal revenues.
One article summed up the event this way:
How [the budget deadlock] happened is a story of rising internal
tensions between the White House and Congressional Democrats,
and between House and Senate Republicans, the presidential
ambitions of Mr. Dole and Speaker Newt Gingrich's pique at his
treatment on Air Force One, public opinion polls that showed the
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White House maintaining the upper hand, the approach of
Thanksgiving vacation, and the realization by both sides that both
could ultimately lose if the deadlock dragged on. (Purdum, 1995,
November 21).

Finally, this event reflects an interesting and unique political scenario featuring
the president, highly publicized Congressional personalities like Newt Gingrich, and
direct input from many average citizens through "man in the street" interviews, who were
impacted immediately by the shutdowns.
A distinguishing feature of this event is the rise of Newt Gingrich's position as
Republican Speaker of the House and "impresario of the Republican majority" (Lowry,
1995, December 25). Studies demonstrate that Congress has become increasingly aware
of the power of the media to reach the public, and no other congressional figure has taken
this sentiment to heart more than former Speaker of the House, Newt Gingrich (Cook,
1989).
The key component of the budget battle was Medicare reform, over which
Gingrich labored to bring together his party and outside interests including doctors,
hospital groups, insurance groups, HMOs, manufacturers of medical devices and the
traditionally hostile American Association of Retired Persons " (Lowry, 1995, December
25). His Contract with America and sense of early direction and cohesion increased the
influence of the speaker's office tremendously, while simultaneously creating a media
event that often involved a dramatic conflict between the speaker and the president.
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Overall, the event represents a unique opportunity to study the rhetorical
strategies, or frames, chosen by the networks or manipulated by politicians to
reflect a sensational, ongoing story of political conflict, outside of typical election
coverage.
Media coverage of the President and Congress
What is known about media coverage of the executive and legislative branches of
government mostly tells us that the president usually receives more and better coverage
than members of Congress. A great deal of research has looked at how the media covered
the president and Congress over a period of time, largely relying on the amount of
coverage each branch received in media reports (Cook, 1986; Graber, 1997; Kuklinski &
Sigelman, 1992; Shields & Goidel, 1996; Squire, 1988; Weaver & Wilhoit, 1980).
Studies that have compared the president and Congress in the same analysis have focused
mainly on newspaper coverage, with fewer investigations into television news (Miller,
1977; Tidmarch & Pitney, 1985).
Despite this imbalance, some explanations have been offered to explain the
media's preoccupation with the executive branch, especially compared to the legislative
branch. Specifically, structural biases in the media, the institutional relationship between
the executive and legislative branches, and their relative institutional positions in the
American political system all contribute to more favorable media coverage for the
president. Research suggests three major reasons why media coverage of the president
versus Congress is unbalanced.
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First, structural media biases, such as the accessibility to the president for
newsmakers, make him a cost-effective subject for news stories (Parker, 1981). In
addition to the ease with which he is covered, the White House constantly sends out
sources of news stories in the form of press releases, making presidential news that much
easier and more frequent (Shields & Goidel, 1996). Some have called this relationship
between the press and the president "symbiotic" (Bennett, 1996; Edwards, 1983),
meaning the president uses the media for publicity while the media use the president as a
source of news to fill the daily news hole. The relationship between the Congress and
national news media is less dependent. Journalists do not rely solely on Congress
members for news, and legislators can turn to their local districts for positive and usually
more effective coverage (Graber, 1997).
Second, when the Congress and president fight over policies or other legislative
matters. Congress tends to fare far worse because of the institutional context of
executive-legislative relations (Davidson, Kovenock, & O'Leary, 1968; Parker, 1981).
Congressional news is often portrayed as a derivative of presidential news, or a
"backdrop" to news concerning the White House (Kumar & Grossman, 1986).
Researchers find that Congress suffers in both quantity and quality of media coverage
when compared to presidential coverage (Kemell & Jacobson, 1987; Robinson, 1975).
Finally, evidence shows that because the president is more centralized than
Congress and can speak with one voice, stories about the executive branch are easier for
audiences to understand (Paletz & Entman, 1981), providing yet another justification for
focusing on the president. As a result, media coverage of the president has inherently
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enhanced the position's power and influence at the expense of Congress', which has been
supported by empirical, historical, and anecdotal evidence (Graber, 1997; Larson, 1988;
Shields & Goidel, 1996).
Turning to research that examines only presidential media coverage, many
scholars contend that the president's position allows him unprecedented media exposure,
as an extremely efficient source of news from the executive branch (Gans, 1979;
Edwards, 1983).
Others also claim that coverage of the president, while extensive, is also personal
and of variable tone (Graber, 1986; Smoller, 1990), focusing on the president as an
individual spokesperson and resulting in coverage that is more favorable than
unfavorable. Graber (1997) claims that the day-to-day of coverage of the president's
routines provides a human interest angle that "[forges] close personal ties between the
people and their leaders and may contribute to the relation of trust that turns people into
willing followers" (p. 273).
Edwards (1983) argues that "the presidency uniquely lends itself to symbolic
manipulation... as chief of state the president personifies the government and our nation's
heritage" (p. 67). Moreover, Graber (1997) contends that the position of the president
"gives media audiences a familiar, easily dramatized focus of attention" (p. 289).
Furthermore, the president has a greater advantage in terms of the rhetorical
strategies he can employ to create a positive image. Simons and Stewart (1991) studied
the Reagan and Bush administrations' use of positive images to enhance the notion that
Reagan and Bush cared about the average American. For example, Reagan was
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prominently shown on three major networks on the Fourth of July, 1984, telephoning in
the start of the Daytona Firecracker 400 stock car race from Air Force One (Simons &
Stewart, 1991).
These types of photo opportunities have influenced the success of political
candidates as the television age changed the criteria for political viability. President
Clinton as the incumbent in the 1996 campaign, organized numerous photo opportunities
with average citizens around-the-clock, showing adeptness at personifying otherwise
meaningless and complex issues (Graber, 1997).
Furthermore, networks prefer the staged media events that show political players
performing some behavior symbolizing a policy, rather than an interview that would
undoubtedly include less stimulating talking heads (Bennett, 1996). Visual images that
show politicians in interesting settings can similarly personify the intricacies involved in
public policies.
Research suggests that the president has more opportunities to stage media events
that incorporate symbols of patriotism, caring and concern. As Barbara Pfetsch (1998)
puts it;
News managers may try to combine image management and some
action or pseudoevent. Such occasions are often symbolically
loaded, as political leaders use public appearances to show their
connection with "the people." They demonstrate the importance of
the president's role as chief of state domestically...these
appearances offer presidents the opportunity to project an image of
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caring and concern to the nation as a whole through television...(p.
75).

The sheer number of domestic public appearances made by the president has
become more frequent in the postwar period of contemporary America (Ragsdale, 1996).
In addition, the content of those images tend to support the symbolic leadership role of
the president, as when he meets with communities to commemorate a local event, surveys
damage caused by natural disasters, or meets with civic groups (Pfetsch, 1998).
Research on congressional press coverage, on the other hand, contends that the
decentralized, ambiguous, and often complex nature of Congress usually results in
coverage highlighting chaos, incompetence and division among and between House and
Senate members (Cook, 1986; Graber, 1997; Kuklinski & Sigelman, 1992; Shields &
Goidel, 1996). The nature of congressional activity involving complexity, deliberation,
and divisiveness would require many media resources, including in-depth coverage, to
adequately cover all of the daily proceedings and hearings that take place. Graber (1997)
notes that the activities of Congress reside "simultaneously in more than one hundred
locations on Capitol Hill" and "no individual member can command nationwide media
coverage at will" (p. 290).
Moreover, the audience usually lacks the basic knowledge concerning legislative
processes that would give significance to that kind of coverage (Parker, 1981). The
classic paradox concerning the popularity of the individual Congressman versus the
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unpopularity of Congress as a whole reflects what Parker calls one of the most distinctive
features of Congress—its lack of widespread public esteem.
While Congress has increasingly integrated newsmaking into the very structure
and daily routine of the legislative process (Cook, 1998), it is nonetheless at a
disadvantage partly because the structure of the legislative branch does not lend itself to
the visual demands of television. The structure of the legislative branch involves
committee work and deliberation among members for political action, and symbolizing
Congress visually is a much more difficult task for newsmakers. Moreover, national
coverage of individual members of Congress is rare and generally negative with respect
to the institution (Larson, 1988).
In sum, the media coverage of the executive and legislative branches of
government has been found to follow patterns in respect to the nature and amount of
coverage each branch receives, with the president receiving more and better coverage
than Congress. Graber (1997) best summarizes the consequence of this imbalance in
media coverage:
Compared with the presidency, the institution of Congress has suffered a
decline in image and power. This springs partly from stories that usually
picture it as lobby-ridden, incompetent, and fragmented and partly from
the faa that the White House has provided more exciting copy (p. 300).

In this case study, however, the rise of Newt Gingrich as a national media
figure also lends an interesting twist to the traditional view that "in contrast to the
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presidency. Congress is a many-headed Hydra with no single widely familiar
personal focus" (Graber, 1997, p. 289).
The present inquiry into the attribution of responsibility found in the
network coverage of the government shutdowns is drawn, in part, from research
on frames and framing in political news coverage. Therefore, the literature on
framing will now be discussed and a definition of framing will be offered.
Framing Literature
Definition of framing
The literature on framing is a fruitful starting point for the present theoretical
argument, since the framing paradigm has allowed researchers to examine various aspects
of news media, including message production, content, and effects. On the other hand, as
Cappella and Jamieson (1997) point out, the concept of framing simultaneously suffers
from its broad application in different disciplines to different phenomena. While the
concept of framing has intrigued scholars from numerous disciplines, this "popularity"
has its cost in the inconsistency with which framing is applied.
Most would agree framing addresses the text-based characteristics of media
messages and how the structure of the text ultimately influences the receivers'
interpretation of the story (Bennett, 1996; Cappella & Jamieson, 1997; Gitlin, 1980;
Iyengar, 1991; Neuman, Just, & Crigler, 1992; Patterson, 1993). Framing centers on both
how the media cover political events and the effects of media content (Gamson, 1992;
Gamson & Lasch, 1983; Gamson & Modigliani, 1987, 1989; Nelson & Kinder, 1996).
Furthermore, some would say that fi^aming looks at why a story is presented a certain way
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(framed) based on journalistic norms and practices (Bennett, 1996), structural features of
messages (Grabe, 1996), and the processes by which individuals receive and interpret
those messages (Price & Tewksbury, 1996).
Iyengar and Simon (1994) differentiate between psychology's definition of
framing (Kahneman, 1982; Kahneman & Tversky, 1984) and that of framing from a
sociological perspective (Bateson, 1972; Goffman, 1974). Psychologists generally view
framing from the message receiver's perspective, particularly in terms of the "framing" of
alternatives or definitions of judgments that ultimately influence the receivers'
interpretations and evaluations of the messages. More and more experimental studies
have emerged in an attempt to test if particular frames or aspects of frames elicit
particular outcomes such as public cynicism (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997), depth of
information processing (Jou, Shanteau, & Harris, 1996), attributions of responsibility
(Iyengar, 1991), and risk-seeking behavior (Kahneman and Tversky, 1984). For example,
Iyengar (1991) defines framing as "subtle alterations in the statement or presentation of
judgment and choice problems, and the term 'framing effects' refers to changes in
decision outcomes resulting from these alterations" (p. 11).
Sociologists, on the other hand, tend to focus on message characteristics—story
lines, symbols and stereotypes in the media's presentation that create various ideological
or value perspectives. This message-based research has focused on features of the
message (Entman, 1993), producers of the messages (Norris, 1995), political elites and
media organizations (Nelson & Kinder, 1996), journalists (Patterson, 1993) and the
political press (Jamieson, 1992). Framing, according to these definitions, captures both
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the source and features of the messages presumed to lead to varying interpretations of the
text. Cappella and Jamieson (1997) note that "frames not only make the interpretations
possible but they also alter the kinds of inferences made" (p. 42).
Given the message-based approach of this project, the present study's focus
reflects the sociological perspective. Thus, definitions that emphasize the way in which a
message is framed and how these frames suggest interpretation for political events, are
the most appropriate for this study. The definitions of framing offered by researchers
such as Patterson (1993), Cappella and Jamieson (1997), and Iyengar (1991) are closely
aligned with the way frames are conceptualized for the present study, particularly in
respect to the audiovisual nature of network news concerning political events. Therefore,
framing is the particular way that the news presents an issue, an event, an individual or
idea—verbally, visually, or both; frames provide an interpretation for a set of events by
drawing attention to some features of an issue, event, individual or idea, while
diminishing attention to others.
An important advance in the study of framing is best summarized by Cappella and
Jamieson (1997), who differentiate between "framing" and "framing effects" in their
studies. These researchers demonstrate that framing effects cannot be assumed to exist
simply because frames in texts are found. Their criticism is directed at framing research
that often identifies frames and simply speculates or assumes that these frames have
audience effects.
While the present study does not attempt to test for the effects of firaming, the fact
that effects have been found only strengthens the notion that frames matters and supports
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the need to explore news frames that occur in real-world television content. Cappella and
Jamieson (1997) argue that, "framing is a very general phenomenon whose specific
effects cannot be anticipated until the nature and structure of a particular message frame
have been uncovered" (p. 56). Moreover, Graber (1997) also notes that without knowing
the exact content of media messages, "it becomes impossible to test what impact, if any,
diverse messages have on viewers' perceptions" (p. 230).
Political frames and framing responsibility
Frames in campaign news
Campaign news is the most extensively studied political context for a majority of
framing studies (Graber, 1993). Therefore, a review of political frames should start with
the kinds of frames that have been identified in this large body of work.
Textual features of media messages are said to operate at the initial stage of the
interpretive process, and message features have been examined for their potential to
"frame" an event by highlighting certain aspects of the story. As Entman (1993) suggests,
frames work through the selection and salience of certain features of a message. For
example, headlines may serve as interpretive cues for newspaper readers, causing
activation of certain ideas and concepts (Bleske, 1995). Frames that have been identified
in news media coverage are usually said to simplify the complexity of political and social
issues, usually to the detriment of the audience's knowledge and understanding of them.
An example is the horse race frame, commonly used by journalists to discuss the
relative standing of candidates during an election. Horse race frames are a familiar aspea
of campaign news coverage, particularly coverage of the primaries (Haling, 1990;
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Patterson & McClure, 1976). Moreover, this frame has been found to be an important
element in the more general 'strategy' frame (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997), which tends to
highlight the game of politics over more substantive issues and will be discussed in more
detail in following sections.
Patterson (1993) identifies "game" and "governing" schemas, where journalists
view politics as a game among candidates while voters view politics as an opportunity to
learn about their candidates. Patterson found in his content analysis of newsmagazine
election coverage from 1960 to 1992 that journalists categorized candidates in terms of
their position in the polls as "bandwagon," "losing ground," "frontmnner," or "likely
loser."
Message features that signified these categories centered around newspaper or
newsmagazine accounts that suggested a candidate was either gaining momentum with
the public (bandwagon), losing significant support (losing ground), had a large and
consistent lead (frontrunner), or trailed by a wide margin throughout a particular period
of time (likely loser) (Patterson, 1993, p. 117). According to Patterson (1993), these
frames are consequential because candidates are either helped or hurt by the tone of news
messages and "they affect the images that voters acquire of the candidates" (p. 125).
Framing responsibility
Besides campaign news, news concerning broader issues has also been studied in
terms of the frames that, again, tend to simplify and polarize debates over controversial
issues. Coverage of urban crime and violence, for instance, can emphasize the racial
aspect of the crime, thereby framing the story in terms of black-white racial conflict
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(Smith, 1994). In addition, more complex international issues of terrorism are often
framed as victim-perpetrator to simplify the attribution of responsibility made toward the
antagonist within the frame (Cohen & Wolfsfeld, 1993).
Iyengar's (1991) concept of attribution of responsibility is particularly relevant to
the present study's focus on the attributions of responsibility presented in network
coverage of the 1995-1996 federal government shutdowns. According to Iyengar (1991),
the notion of responsibility, in terms of why certain problems occur and how they may be
alleviated, is a recurring theme throughout American political life. The present study is
first and foremost interested in the frames found in network coverage that attributed
responsibility in this political battle between the president and Republican Congress.
In a multimethod study, Iyengar examined news texts to identify "episodic" and
"thematic" frames and then, through experimental work, found evidence to suggest that
these frames elicited different attributions of responsibility (both causal and treatment
responsibility) in audience members.
The episodic frame, according to Iyengar (1991), emphasizes the concrete event,
or "hard news" story, focusing on the individuals and their motives or circumstances,
such as the unemployed worker or the victim of a violent crime. A thematic frame, on the
other hand, takes the form of a contextual "background" story, focusing on broader issues
and conditions that surround the event, such as trends in unemployment rates or the
"backlog in the criminal justice process" (Iyengar & Simon, 1994, p. 171).
Iyengar (1991) found that episodic news frames elicit individualistic attributions
of responsibility -blaming the victim or individual— while thematic frames led to more
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societal attributions-holding government or society responsible. For instance, subjects in
his original study tended to blame the poor for the issue of poverty when exposed to
episodic framing of poverty stories, while those exposed to thematic stories were more
apt to blame social or governmental circumstances (see Iyengar, 1991, for details).
It should be noted that Iyengar's (1991) conceptualization of the relationship
between episodic and thematic framing and subsequent attributions of responsibility was
not adopted for the present study. The categories in this study adopted Jamieson and
Cappella's (1997) strategy and issue frames for the purposes of examining the networks'
framing of the government shutdowns. Further, the study examined explicit attributions
of responsibility within the coverage for the purposes of examining possible bias in
network coverage. Media bias or tone has been extensively examined in political
communication literature and is outlined in the following section.
Media bias or tone
While Iyengar's thesis suggests that the episodic/thematic framing of events and
issues leads audiences to form different kinds of attribution, others have found that public
opinion can similarly be influenced by the media's favorable or unfavorable portrayal of
institutions, groups, and individuals (Entman, 1993; Grabe, 1996; Van Dijk, 1988). As
Iyengar (1996) states:
...there is considerable evidence that short-term factors are just as
important [in determining public opinion]. Beliefs about who or what is
responsible are likely to shift depending upon the information
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environment in which political issues and events are presented. Today, the
most important of these contextual influences is television news (p. 60).

Media bias or tone in terms of positive and negative news content can similarly
alter the interpretive context of the story. Researchers, often relying on content analyses,
generally find that most political stories contain more negative than positive references
when describing political officials and institutions (Bennett, 1996; Parker, 1981;
Patterson, 1993; Robinson & Sheehan, 1983). For instance, Robinson and Sheehan's
study of media coverage of the 1980 election showed that all of the major candidates
received more negative than positive coverage. They concluded that this kind of reporting
highlighted the weaknesses and frailties of elected officials.
Media bias or tone can also be examined in regards to visual bias, where the
visual images captured in a news event can present an individual in a positive or negative
light. Jamieson (1988), for example, refers to Walter Mondale's problematic television
appearance during his 1984 general election parade when network newscasts showed him
waving to empty streets and storefronts instead of the usual cheering crowd. According to
Graber (1997), one important consequence of the recent television-age of politics is the
types of candidates likely to be politically viable in any given election. While President
Clinton engaged in an endless series of photo opportunities during his 1996 presidential
campaign, former Senator Bob Dole was seen as vastly inferior as a television performer
(Graber, 1997).
It should be noted that while researchers have attempted to identify and define
media bias, particularly in election news, their efforts have been hampered due to a lack
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of agreement on the definition of bias and identifiable standards for detecting it (Graber,
1993). Nonetheless, Graber (1993) argues that "various imbalances in mass media
coverage that may constitute bias have been documented" and, as such, "can have a
profound impact on electoral fortunes" (p. 316).
Drawing upon aforementioned discussion, the present study borrows Iyengar's
(1991) concept of attribution of responsibility as it applies to the case of the network
coverage of the government shutdowns. Rather than examining attribution of
responsibility in terms of episodic or thematic frames, however, the present study focuses
on the rhetorical "blame game" played out between the president and Republican
Congress in the network coverage of this event.
Strategv versus issue frames
The present study is secondarily interested in the presence of strategy and issue
frames as identified by Cappella and Jamieson (1997). Researchers have pointed to the
lack of attention to both the audio and visual components of the television message
(Crigler, Just & Neuman, 1994; Graber, 1990; Griffen & Kagen, 1996). Therefore, it is
specifically interested in explicating how both audio and visual content contribute to the
framing of political events, whereas Cappella and Jamieson's (1997) work focuses
primarily on the verbal or audio firames present in network coverage.
These researchers studied the framing of two types of news: political campaign
news and coverage of the 1993-1994 health care debate. Using a combination of content
analyses, laboratory experiments, surveys, qualitative research, and field experiments.
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they identified two types of frames (issue and strategy frames) that produced different
audience outcomes or effects.
Specifically, they found that strategy frames that highlight the game metaphor in
politics, focusing on winning and losing, candidate performance and style, and candidate
standings in polls, lead to greater audience cynicism toward politicians and politics in
general than issue-oriented frames. Issue frames, on the other hand, tend to discuss the
underlying issues, background information, and contexts surrounding political events,
such as campaigns.
Their content analysis of the health care debate found the media also relied
heavily on strategy-oriented frames that are normally reserved for campaign coverage,
specifically using a conflict frame that limited the debate to include only two legitimate
plans. This landmark study suggests that strategic news frames activate public cynicism
by highlighting the self-interested motivations of political aaors while de-emphasizing
more substantive public issues for the audience.
Extending framing to visual elements of television news
Framing~in its various forms— is both an effective and appropriate framework for
studying news media content for two reasons. First, framing provides insights into the
causes of television news frames - from a news production standpoint - including news
production values and practices as well as the influence that the medium of television has
had on the nature of news. Second, a framing perspective gives the researcher a
systematic method for examining news content through both audio and visual channels.
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Framing looks not just at what is said but how it is said, which is particularly
important when we consider the producers of news media. Media production is a
complex process that involves choices in what is surveyed and how it is interpreted to fit
the daily news slot. Pressures that plague news organizations to present attentiongrabbing, interesting stories are in direct conflict with the press' responsibility to its
audience to provide substantial, useful political information. As Iyengar and Simon put it
(1994, p. 171);
Given the nature of television news—a twenty-one minute "headline
service" operating under powerful commercial dictates—it is to be
expected that the networks rely extensively on episodic framing to report
on public issues. Episodic framing is visually appealing and consists of
"on-the-scene," live coverage. Thematic coverage, which requires
interpretive analyses, would simply crowd out other news items (p. 171).
Jamieson (1988) similarly points out that the evolution of media and the advent of
television have reduced political discourse in America into over-simplified narratives that
guide public opinion. The limited time available to networks paired with the demands of
a visual medium, according to Jamieson (1988), create a unique environment that fosters
predominantly episodic and strategic news frames.
Moreover, the nature of politics changed to fit the demands of television, creating
the sound bite and the "photo bite," which showed the candidate in the most favorable
light with a greater chance of getting into the evening news. Whereas audiences had once
only read about the political process, "the public saw on television the issues, the big ones
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and the little ones, debated in the platform committees...they were taken to the keyholes
of the smoke-filled rooms where decisions were being made" (Cronkite, 1998),
Visual images in television news, then, are not simply a product of cameras being
on the scene, but are the result of what Bennett (1996) and others refers to as "the
symbiotic relationship" between politicians and the press: politicians manipulate photo
opportunities and networks capture pictures that will ensure a good show.
A second advantage of applying a framing analysis to study network news is the
clarity with which the researcher can identify the fi-ames of interest and examine them
with respect to the context of the phenomenon, in this case, the dual audio and visual
medium of television. Entman (1993) claims the benefit of the framing perspective is that
"an understanding of frames helps illuminate many empirical and normative
controversies, most importantly because the concept of framing directs our attention to
the details of just how a communicated text exerts its power" (p. 56).
Content analyses often rely solely on frequencies of positive and negative
messages, leading to conclusions about the overall meaning of the messages. A
researcher applying a framing perspective to determine textual meaning, on the other
hand, would consider the salience of elements in the message and the relationship that
exists between the source, the frames, and the context in which the audience interprets the
messages (Entman, 1993).
While the term "frame" often suggests strirtly audio frames, the fact remains that
the visual images that accompany the audio track contributes to audience effects and can
also serve a framing function (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). According to Pan and Kosicki,
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visual images serve as "rhetorical features" of a news story that are shaped by sources'
proactive newsmaking and constitute "tools for newsmakers to use in composing or
constructing news discourse" (p. 59). In essence, visual elements can provide the media
with the capacity to communicate and frame a news story (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989;
Pan & Kosicki, 1993).
Framing has proven to be a useful perspective for analyzing television news
messages and a logical step in the advancement of that perspective is to examine the
combined audiovisual features of television messages and how they contribute to the
frames in network news. A key advantage of the framing perspective is its attention to the
context of the text to be analyzed, particularly the circumstances surrounding message
production.
In the case of network news coverage of political events, journalism production
practices often impact the quality of information conveyed (Bennett, 1996; Patterson,
1994). According to researchers, this struggle between journalism and commercial
obligations results in standard news practices that often fail to meet their full potential for
conveying information (Cook, 1998; Gans, 1979; Gitlin, 1980; Graber, 1988; McManus,
1994; Underwood, 1998). Therefore, the next section outlines the literature concerning
the nature of television news message production, including the norms and routine
practices of journalists used to maintain a balance between news value and market
demands.
News Production Literature
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Critics of modem media organizations often blame the demands of television
news production for the lack of substantive, issue-based coverage needed to sustain a
well-informed citizenry. According to Doug Underwood (1998), television news requires
ratings-grabbing visuals, emotion-laden themes and two-minute story formulas because
"television is an entertainment medium first and foremost—and that, rather than coverage
of substance, tends to be the goal" (p. 172). The economic demands of news production,
particularly television news production, have created an environment that prioritizes
market-based viewer appeal over the need to provide meaningful news.
News values
According to McManus (1994), news produaion occurs in three stages, all of
which are characterized by the conflict between market-driven goals and public
information goals. In the first stage of news production, producers must uncover
potentially newsworthy issues and events. Choices made during this stage can be
aggressive but costly, such as uncovering interesting stories through investigative
reporting or surveillance of a community. Less expensive stories can also be discovered
through more passive means, including news stories provided by wire services or from
press agents.
The second stage, choosing among those events for actual inclusion in
newspapers and newscasts, may also create a conflict between market and journalism
values when an important, yet dull story is replaced by a less meaningful story that has
more potential to grab the audience's attention. Finally, in the third stage of news
production, the actual reporting of the story, choices made by journalists reflea the
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struggle between providing substantive information for viewers and telling stories that
are better suited for television in terms of action, emotion and simple plots. In this stage,
journalists are often pressured to truncate news reports, find catchy quotes rather than
informative ones, and deliver stories that are interesting more so than important
(Cronkite, 1998; McManus, 1994)
Illustrative of the decisions made during the final stage of reporting the news, is
the type of stories covered in a typical television evening news broadcast. Tucher (1997)
found that network executives, in an attempt to insert more entertainment value into the
nightly news, cut reporting staffs, closed foreign bureaus, and replaced many serious
news items with more user-friendly features or "news you can use" stories. This trend not
only affects television news, but virtually every media outlet, according to Underwood
(1998):
The greater emphasis upon graphics, design, packaging, and reader
relevance is what is needed to attract a busy and distracted and videooriented audience increasingly focused on personal and lifestyle issues,
popular culture, and electronic forms of entertainment and information (p.
177).

One of the results of this tendency to attract audiences is the rising negativity in
news over recent decades, particularly in coverage of national politics (Patterson, 1993,
1996). Underlying much of the change in journalism is the style of journalism.
Heightened awareness of government failures, including Vietnam and Watergate in the
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1970s, led to a form of reporting that prioritized controversy over accuracy. Sabato
(1991) found that this new form of "attack journalism" was rooted in superficial
condemnation as opposed to careful analysis and has become the dominant theme of
contemporary political news.
Similarly, Cook (1998) claims that "the sine qua non of news is not conflict in and
of itself but an endless series of conflicts and momentary resolutions" (p. 101). Marketdriven journalism and the news values that accompany it drive the media's predilection
for news that features "a riveting mix of crises, scandals, horse-race political campaigns,
theme music, designer news sets, anchors on location wearing safari jackets, and war
correspondents talking through gas masks" (Bennett, 1996, p. 8).
Patterson (1993) noted another motivating force driving the behavior of
journalists—the pressure on the journalist to report events that reflect some sense of
"newness" not just in the sense of being recent, but also as a departure from the ordinary.
To be expedient, the press is attracted to stories that have "clear-cut issues," easily
reduced to simple terms, which allow journalists an easy narrative when faced with
everyday events (Patterson, 1993).
One can argue, then, that news is not gathered for its "newsworthiness" per se, but
rather on the basis of what has become a normative prescription for the front page and
lead story. That is, the importance and interest of a political story must also conform to
the "rules of the game" — rules that allow media organizations to remain competitive in
the market for ratings. McManus (1994) found that the rules of television news gathering
led journalists to seek images over ideas, emotion over analysis, simplicity over
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complexity, drama over description, and to include exaggeration, if needed, to add appeal
to the story (McManus, 1994).
News routines
Another journalism convention that impacts news content are news routines. As
the rules and procedures of newsgathering become institutionalized, they eventually
develop into routines and norms (McManus, 1994). As Tuchman (1973) put it, reporters
must "routinize the unexpected" (p. 120). According to Cook (1998), routines are crucial
for journalists and news organizations as a whole to report the news. These routines
reflect news values that guide the behaviors and choices that journalists make when
gathering news and producers make when deciding on the final product. Stylistic choices
made by journalists also reflect production values of objectivity, specificity, drama,
excitement, and good visuals, which ultimately color the kind of news that audiences
receive.
An example of a news routine that emerged as a response to the time pressures of
daily news reporting is the use of formulaic plot outlines. Reporters use these formulas in
order to meet the competitive demands of the media environment and to reduce
uncertainty for a journalist by providing a fast and easy reporting guideline that is
guaranteed to be accepted by editors. News formulas have permeated both print and
broadcast organizations, whereby news events are forced into marketing formulas
intended to reach a particular audience and increase product sales.
Another routine designed to maximize cost-effectiveness in the news gathering
process is to rely on news beats for sources, which reduces the overall number of sources
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in a story and limits the perspectives found across mainstream media. McManus (1994)
notes that one of the "rules" of television news gathering is to "avoid extensive news
gathering," which suggests that reporters maximize their time when creating a story by
avoiding long interviews, fact-finding missions, and development of background
information. The daily pressures of deadlines, editor demands, and the growth of media
strategists all contribute to the endurance of this particular news routine.
Weaver and Wilhoit (1996), in their in-depth interviews of reporters, found
journalists themselves complaining about the constant pressure of competitive journalism
that restricts the news they wanted to report. For instance, one wire service reporter said,
"I have very little time to work on [in-depth] projects because we are constantly on
deadlines and must get out stories as fast as possible" (p. 67). The very nature of daily
news production also reinforces the standardization of reporting (Bennett, 1996). A daily
news organization is required to fill a minimum news "hole" regardless of the
newsworthiness of the day's events. Routinized news gathering processes, including beat
assignments and news bureaus, guarantee that some event will be covered in that day's
news if necessary.
For decades, researchers have studied the routine practices of journalists and
media organizations. Altheide and Snow (1979), Epstein (1973), Glasser and Ettema
(1989), McManus (1994), and Tuchman (1978) examined journalism fi-om a broad
context of organizational and professional routines. These studies suggest that journalists
have developed a set of professional routines in order to meet commercial imperatives by
producing news and reports more efficiently. Further, studies that rely more on an
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information transmission model to examine journalistic representations use content
analyses and reception studies to claim that standard journalistic practices often lack the
substantial, important information necessary to sustain a democracy (Gans, 1979; Gitlin,
1980; Graber, 1988; Gunter, 1987; Robinson, 1986).
From news production to news content
As a result of these commercial pressures, some claim that the news seriously
distorts the content of news about government and politics. For example, Rivenburgh
(1992) points out that while media images cannot simply become the image of each
audience member, one can infer that repeated images found in mainstream media content
will influence the understanding audiences may have about an issue—particularly if they
have no other direct experience with that issue. According to Underwood (1998), many
people get their impressions of government from television news, and the tendency of
television news to portray government in a negative light, while ignoring the complex
elements of public issues "has had a deeply distorting impact upon the public
consciousness" (p. 174).
Cook (1998) suggests that in order to connect the work that journalists perform
with the products they create, we must argue that the work routines of journalists and
news organizations contain implicit biases. That is, in the search for newsworthy events
and all of the elements of a quality story, journalists do not favor equally all political
stories and actors. Selectivity alone, however, is not enough to claim that the media is
biased. When selectivity is coupled with news values that consistently favor certain kinds
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of sources, political stories, and political issues, however, the news is more inclined to
contain biases for certain kinds of stories.
According to Pfetsch (1998), journalists' behavior is influenced by their
professional organizational context and the socially defined expectations that govern it.
For example, Jamieson and Cappella (1997) and Patterson (1993) claim that a disturbing
trend in American journalism has contributed to an anti-government bias in political
news. As journalists moved away from a traditionally descriptive style of reporting
toward a more interpretive style, the tone of news stories increased in negativity and
adversarial perspectives on government. In addition, because television news demands
that stories involve "narratives" with plots, actors, and a climax, political stories that
potentially involve conflict (like campaigns, for instance) are preferred over more
complex, potentially more important issues that do not involve conflict.
Furthermore, the news values that dictate the second stage of news production
also prescribe the third stage—the reporting of the story and the frames that emerge in the
final product. Price and Tewksbury (1996) state that "standard news production practices,
and the news values they embody, play an important role in helping to structure public
opinion" (p. 177). This is accomplished, in part, through the news values that dictate
which elements should receive the most attention within the news story.
The final news product is less a reflection of the individual choices reporters
make to cover a story and is more indicative of the business of media production and the
news values that are built into that process. Frames in television news are rooted in the
news values that perpetuate selective news gathering and reporting practices and norms
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that not only influence public opinion concerning politics, but the political process itself.
Politicians have become obsessed with their marketability in terms of television news,
believing that to be newsworthy is synonymous with having political power and
accomplishing policy goals (Bennett, 1996; Cook, 1998).
Therefore, not only do journalists choose to frame stories in response to
production norms and values, but the politicians are prepared to provide them with the
appropriate sound and photo bites to make ensure a spot in the evening's broadcast.
Together, they create a news product that is more interesting, emotional, and visually
compelling at the expense of news that may be more substantive, informative, and often
more important.
For instance, Pfetch (1998) describes the news management technique of creating
"pseudoevents," or managed and manufactured news that provides photo opportunities
for political leaders. She notes that the visual images are often symbolically loaded,
showing political leaders connecting with the people, through "bill signings, the greeting
of foreign guests, the honoring of a group or individual and the commemoration of a
historical or seasonal event" (p. 75).
The impact of the visual image in television news on political news production
has also been examined in political communication (Graber, 1990,1996; Jamieson, 1988)
as well as media studies (Messaris, 1994). The next section outlines research concerning
visual elements that guides some of the hypotheses in the present study. Graber's (1993)
summary of political communication research notes that very few researchers have
tackled audiovisual analysis of political messages or have included the meanings
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conveyed by the visual aspects of messages in their analysis of political messages.
Nonetheless, visual images are an important aspect of contemporary political messages
and more thorough examinations of their role in television news should lead to a greater
understanding of the role of television in the political process.
Visual Literature
There are two areas of the literature on visual images that are particularly
important, if not necessarily directly relevant, to the present inquiry. The first, more
direct area of research examines visual content, specifically political images and the
structural features and production of television visuals. The second area of research that
is briefly outlined in this review, focuses on the effects of visuals on such processes as
learning and recall of information from media messages. While the present study does not
assess audience effects, the literature on "channel effects" (McGuire, 1969) provide
evidence that information presented through the visual channel does, in fact, impaa
audiences thereby justifying an examination of audio and visual message content.
Visual Content
Television, as a source of media effects, has been the subject of a considerable
body of research, and media scholars have become increasingly aware of the unique
position of television as a source of news compared to print or radio. Johnston (1990), in
a review of political communication research, noted that researchers have become more
aware of the importance of visual components of television when analyzing persuasive
messages in political advertising. Nonetheless, Johnston found that less than one percent
of the articles surveyed specifically examined the visual features of either televised
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election coverage or advertising. Griffin and Kagan (1996) also note that while political
analysts and journalists touted Ronald Reagan as the first "TV president" marking the
beginning of an image-oriented era, "political communication scholars have responded
sluggishly to the growing need for visual analysis" (p. 44).
Many communication studies have questioned the ability of television to provide
accurate information to audiences, since citizens have only limited direct access to
political figures and institutions and seem to rely on television for much of their
information. These studies take the form of either comparing the perceptions of television
audiences to that of actual participants of an event (Donsbach, Brosius, & Mattenklott,
1993) and those that compare television perceptions to other external, usually statistical,
indicators of the event (Funkhouser, 1973; Lichter, Rothman, & Lichter, 1984).
Much of the research concludes that there is a large discrepancy between what has
occurred in reality and what is presented in the media (Lang & Lang, 1953; Donsbach,
Brosius, & Mattenklott, 1993). For example, Hetherington (1996) found that George
Bush Sr.'s failed reelection bid was the result of greater attention to news media during
the 1992 presidential campaign, where audiences were exposed to negative assessments
of Bush's economic performance. Further, this perception was more important than the
statistics themselves, which showed that the recession that began in July 1990 had
already ended by March 1991, a full 20 months before the election (Hershey, 1992;
Hetherington, 1996).
Methodologically, content analyses of television news that have examined visual
images, often do so to the exclusion of the accompanying audio messages. For instance,
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Foote and Saunders (1990) compared different forms of graphics—such as symbols, film,
video, and still photographs—used by CBS, ABC and NBC. They found that graphic
forms in evening news appeared in a high percentage of all stories, but ABC
distinguished itself by relying on more complex, fast paced visual graphics.
In another case, Grabe (1996) examined the structural features of visual images in
the South African Broadcasting Corporation's coverage of the 1987 and 1989 general
elections. Her study of camera techniques such as camera angle, editing, and shot length
suggested that the SABC's coverage of the elections was visually biased, providing
significantly more favorable visual coverage to one party than the other.
While these studies provide insight into the visual nature of television content,
they were limited in scope due to their lack of attention to the accompanying audio tracks
within the broadcast coverage. Nonetheless, research that has advanced the study of
visual images, such as these, have provided the categories and methods for efFeaively
studying image content that can guide studies of the interaction between visual and audio
text (Adams «& Sheibmann, 1986; Fyfe & Law, 1988; Graber, 1986; Tilly, 1988).
Industry insiders (Moyers, 1989) and outsiders (Berkowitz, 1990) have criticized
television journalism for its bias toward stories that contain photo opportunities and good
visuals at the expense of other important, yet less visually stimulating reports. Benjamin
Page and colleagues suggest that the media's choice of news footage is often so detailed
that minute factors such as camera angle are important considerations, since camera
perspectives are integral for constructing political reality (Page, Shapiro, Dempsey, 1987;
Mullen, 1997). This example illustrates the notion that television news can and must use
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visual features (talking heads, cut-ins, close-ups, and shots of relevant scenes) to
construct the overall narrative (GrifFin, 1992; Schaefer, 1997), and may reflect a visual
bias for certain candidates and stories.
While a number of editing techniques have been identified in the literature,
television news has been found to be one of the most conservative and conventionalized
television genres in its application of structural features (Grabe, 1996; Knight, 1989).
Therefore, the basic techniques of shot length, camera angle, camera movement and
editing of visual content will be discussed.
Shot length
Meyrowitz (1986) used the term "paraproxemics" to describe how the camera-tosubject distance can simulate real-life feelings of intimacy and involvement with people.
Research shows that close-up and face shots impart more favorable impressions than fulllength shots do, and suggests a more personal, intimate relationship with the subject
(Baggaley, 1980; Kepplinger, 1991; Messaris, 1994).
Further, close-up shots simulate intimate spatial relationships and, consequently,
tend to be used to depict the protagonist or hero in films, while more distant shots reflect
the antagonist or secondary characters (Messaris, 1998; Zettl, 1990). For instance,
Jamieson (1988) notes Reagan's successful television style, which often utilized close-up
shots that gave viewers "a more detailed look at our leaders than we have of most of our
fnends" (p. 62).
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The medium shot, on the other hand, establishes a comfortable personal
relationship between object/person and viewer, as the long shot creates distance and
detachment between object/person and viewer (Grabe, 1996).
Therefore, the visual technique to depict the subject/object in close versus long
distance shots, would suggest a positive visual bias for the subject/object. Grabe (1996)
suggests that "when structural features imply that the portrayed candidate is an intimate
friend of the viewer, positive bias is established" (p. 165). Furthermore, studies have
examined news coverage for this structural feature to show favorable and unfavorable
coverage of political candidates during a campaign (Grabe, 1996; Merritt, 1984; Tiemens,
1978).
Camera angle
According to researchers, low camera angles (shooting a subject from below) tend
to make the subject(s) appear more powerful, dominant, threatening, or overbearing
depending on the context (Adams & Scheibmann, 1986; Grabe, 1996; Messaris, 1994,
1998; Zettl, 1991). Similarly, using high camera angles (also termed "The Godly View")
has the effect of making the subject(s) appear less threatening, weaker, etc. (Edmonds,
1982; Grabe, 1996; Messaris, 1994, 1998; Zettl, 1998). Political advertising often uses
this technique to illustrate the image of the "strong leader" by shooting the candidate
from below a podium where he or she is speaking (Messaris, 1994).
Researchers have used the conventional meaning of camera angles in content
analyses of visual images found in television news, particularly in campaign coverage
(Fields, 1988; Grabe, 1996; Kepplinger, 1982; Merritt, 1984). Merritt (1984), for
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instance, found that Jesse Jackson was often negatively portrayed in network coverage
during the 1984 presidential campaign due to such techniques as high camera angles.
Grabe's (1996) analysis of visual bias coded high and low camera angles in terms
of negative and positive bias. She contends that high angle shots, which are used to
assign weakness, or low angle shots that portray power, reflect structural visual features
that can be applied beneficially or disadvantageously to political candidates. While the
audio portion of news is often balanced in terms of providing either both sides of the
issue or by complementing negative coverage with positive coverage (Simons & Stewart,
1991), recent visual research suggests that media bias may be present through the
accompanying visual images.
For instance, Kepplinger's (1982) content analysis of the visual portrayals of the
two candidates for the office of the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany in
1976 found significant differences between the negative and positive portrayals of the
candidates. Helmut Kohl was significantly portrayed in more negative (high angle)
camera shots than his competitor and a survey of the journalists revealed that they
perceived him to be a poorer politician than the other candidate. Kepplinger (1982) goes
on to say that although verbal/audio coverage of political party members may be
unbiased, journalists tend to convey—intentionally or unintentionally—biased "optical
commentary" through the application of camera techniques, such as shot angle (p. 445).
Camera movement
In addition to camera angle, networks can actively evaluate objects through the
use of camera movements such as tilt, track, pan, dolly, and camera lens movements such
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as zoom-in/out (Baggaley, 1980; Gianetti, 1982; Grabe, 1996; Zettl, 1991). For example,
the tilt-up camera movement attributes power to the portrayed object or person, while the
tilt-down camera movement signifies weakness, similar to the use of static shots using
camera angles. In a content analysis, Kervin (1985) found patterned uses of tilt-up and
tilt-down camera movements as attributions of power and weakness in network news
reports on the civil war in El Salvador.
Similar to the close-up shot, a zoom-in camera lens movement has been found to
increase the viewer's involvement with the subject in the shot, while zoom-out movement
decreases involvement (Zettl, 1991). While the effects of camera lens movements have
been somewhat contradictory in terms of feelings of involvement between the viewer and
the subject, researchers such as Grabe (1996); Kepplinger (1982); Kervin (1985); and
Tiemens (1978) used the two zoom movements in content analyses based on agreement
about the supposed meaning of these structural features. Grabe (1996) for example used
camera lens movement to code visual images that implied different levels of support for a
political candidate and implied different levels of intimacy between candidates and
viewers.
Editing of Visual Content
Messaris (1994) refers to purposeful editing of visual images as associational
juxtaposition, or the juxtaposition of an object such that the positive qualities are
transferred to a person, another object, or situation. A common example is when shots of
the American flag in political advertisements juxtapose the featured political candidate.
Messaris (1994) cites research supporting the idea that associational juxtaposition works
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through classical or Pavlovian conditioning, where repeated exposure to a pair of stimuli
(the positive unconditioned stimulus and the conditioned neutral stimulus) eventually
leads to a conditions positive response toward the neutral stimulus (Stout, 1984).
Researchers describe the functions of juxtaposition as transmission of meaning,
such that when two shots that, on the surface, have no logical connection are edited
together, the valence represented in both shots will be blended in association (Monaco,
1977). For instance, Messaris (1994) describes the use of this technique in George Bush's
1992 campaign video, "The Presidency," when images of Bush are juxtaposed with
revered former presidents in history, whose images are, in turn, presented amidst patriotic
symbols, such as the Statue of Liberty (see Messaris, 1994, p. 37).
Grabe (1996) uses this structural feature of camera editing to suggest that network
coverage can place candidates in meaningful environments by juxtaposing them with
positive symbols, such as national monuments, the national flag, patriotic books,
photographs, and statues. Further, Schaefer (1997) examined the editing strategies used in
four news documentaries to illustrate how journalists working within the network news
tradition used a variety of editing strategies to construct powerful, editorially pointed
reports.
It should also be noted that the use of associational juxtaposition—as well as
other forms of camera editing—are not only manipulated by the networks, but also
utilized by today's savvy politicians who understand the power of the visual image to
convey messages (Jamieson, 1988). Graber (1997) notes that the power of "good
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pictures" for politicians can often counterbalance the negative effects of bad verbal
commentary, which is now a well-known fact among politicians.
President Clinton and his 1996 media strategists deliberately staged events that
were designed to attrart positive media attention, showing the president with teenagers in
the Oval Office as well as meetings with auto-industry representatives celebrating
increased exporting to Japan (Graber, 1997). This gave Clinton a greater advantage in
terms of his media image compared to former Senator Bob Dole, who was criticized for
his lack of television presence in the 1996 presidential campaign (Graber, 1997).
Visual Effects
While message-based studies can only describe the visual content of television
news, another body of research has tested the notion that visuals do, indeed, make a
difference in terms of audience effeas. Although the present study is not concerned with
the various effects that visual images have, the kinds of visuals that have been identified
in this body of research provide additional insight into visual content seen in network
news. For instance, visual images have been found to contribute to learning and
comprehension through the cognitive and emotional impact of vivid details in the images
(Alger, 1989; Findahl & Hoijer, 1976; Graber, 1990; Gunter, 1980; Robinson & Levy,
1986).
Other aspects of the message that have been found to mediate the effect of visuals
on learning and comprehension, include image, emotion, and vividness of the visual
(Gurevitch & Levy, 1986), audio-visual redundancy (Berry, Gunter & Clifford, 1981;
Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Drew & Grimes, 1987; Robinson & Levy, 1986), story
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structure (Nimmo & Combs, 1985; Robinson & Levy, 1986; Woodall, 1986), the length
of the story (Graber, 1988; Gunter, 1980, Robinson & Levy, 1986), and subject matter
(Katz, Adoni, & Pamess, 1977; Trenaman, 1967; Tsuneki, 1988).
Media critics have suggested that television news has an advantage over print in
presenting emotions over ideas and simulating motion while print cannot (Cook, 1998;
Crigler, Just & Neuman, 1994; Graber, 1990; McManus, 1994). Several key studies
illustrate the unique contribution that visual content makes to the overall television
message, making television news distinct from other news media.
For instance, Newhagen and Reeves (1992) note that emotionally charged
television images lend an added dimension of information to news not found in the
printed word or through the audio channel. Graber's (1990) study of visual effects
showed that viewers frequently mentioned the emotional impact that visuals contributed
to the individual stories. She states that "considering the frequent use of close-ups of
human beings, many of them showing faces in larger-than-life detail, this emphasis is
understandable" (Graber, 1990, p. 151). Finally, Crigler, Just and Neuman (1994)
concluded that vivid images (such as a man being beaten by a stick or a crack baby
unable to hold up its head) are more likely to be recalled than the same information heard
in the audio track.
These effects of vivid or highly emotional visual images provide clues as to why
journalists also tend to favor these images in their reporting of stories (Crigler, Just &
Neuman, 1994). The demands of television as an entertainment medium make
emotionally appealing visuals a cornerstone of television journalism. Pictures and video
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that are emotionally arousing and interesting tend to raise the level of interest and
attention to the story, and are sought by journalists in their reports.
Moreover, strategy-oriented stories that emphasize winning or losing, the
language of war and games, and concrete events over vague topics are, in fact, easier
stories to tell simply because the conflict or event is easier to capture in pictures than
broader issues (Iyengar, 1991). Altheide's (1987) analysis of media coverage of terrorism
notes that "television reports that rely on visuals of an event will be more entertaining to
an audience," and "as long as more dramatic visuals are associated with the tactics and
aftermath of terrorism, these aspects will be stressed over the larger issues of history,
goals, and rationale" (p. 174).
Simons and Stewart (1991) found that producers of political advertising also
recognize the emotional impact of visuals in the age of "videopolitics" to where
advertisements "are implicit, nonpropositional, largely visual messages that call upon us
to feel, not to think" (p. 206). The very nature of news is to highlight the extreme,
particularly by reporting negative events such as violence, damage or threat (Brosius,
1993).
McManus (1994) notes that another advantage television has over print is in its
ability to simulate motion while print cannot (print is considered a static visual medium).
Television pictures, he continues, also have a validity in the public's mind that still
pictures do not and tend to "beat print in presenting news in which a description of some
action is essential to the story" (p. 172). Because TV newscasts normally include
redundant audio and video messages (Crigler, Just & Neuman, 1994; Son, Reese, &
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Davie, 1987), the visual that is more stimulating and illustrative of the audio message is
assumed to strengthen, rather than weaken, the overall message.
Crigler, Just and Neuman (1994) note that "many television journalists report an
increasing tendency to write around the visuals and to give prominence to stories in
which the meaning is carried by action video" (p.145). For instance. Cook (1998)
describes how networks had to find creative ways to report a formal visit by Japanese
Prime Minister Takeshita to the White House during the Bush administration. This
"reportorial initiative" was necessary, according to Cook, because the staged event was
"stilted, with 'talking heads' rather than vivid action. The event provided no movement in
the continuing story of the relationship between Japan and the United States" (p. 107).
Because political issues are more challenging to illustrate than discrete events,
journalists are selective about the kinds of events to include in coverage based on the
entertainment value of the story, often at the expense of more informative stories
(McManus, 1994). As was discussed in the previous seaion, the values of television
news production impact not only the fi-aming of stories in general, but specifically create
a demand for visuals that are more emotionally appealing and more action-oriented,
which fit stories that tend to emphasize events over issues.

Summary
Overall, the strength of the literature on presidential and congressional media
coverage lies in the fact that much of the research points to similar conclusions. The
media generally favor the president over Congress because the president is more
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newsworthy than Congress, he personifies policies better than Congress, and he is an
efficient source of news. The result is that the president receives more and better
coverage than Congress in mainstream political news.
On the other hand, the work to date suffers from its lack of studies that examine
and compare media coverage of both the president and Congress in direct competition for
media attention. Most studies examine the amount of coverage or the tone of coverage
given to the president or to Congress over a period of time and over a range of issues,
particularly focusing on print news. The present study, on the other hand, provides a
unique opportunity to study how the president and Congress battled over key issues
concerning the balanced budget and how the television news media represented this
conflict to the American viewing public.
It should be noted that neither branch was legally required to balance the budget.
The budget process initiated by the Republican Congress' Contract with America was an
exercise in setting extravagant goals, with a one hundred day deadline, and then being
obliged to carry through (Jones, 1999). Constitutionally on the other hand, both branches
should have been held equally responsible for the government shutdowns. But as the
preceding discussion points out, we would expect to find media bias in favor of the
president's position.
The conclusion about the work to date concerning framing and audiovisual
content is that much of the literature has focused on the verbal frames present in
television news, with little attention paid to the visual contribution to those frames. While
the framing literature provides the basic foundation for the present study's focus on
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attributions of responsibility and framing, it provides little guidance with respect to an
audiovisual analysis of television news.
Similarly, a line of research has emerged examining the visual elements of news,
to the exclusion of the accompanying audio component. Some researchers claim,
however, that visuals often contribute to the message by picturing events that support the
scripted narrative (Ericson, Baranek, & Chan, 1987; Schaefer, 1997), and it is the dual
audiovisual channel that is key to conveying the greatest breadth of information for
viewers (Crigler, Just & Neuman,1994). Therefore, in order to gain a better
understanding of the dual audiovisual nature that defines television content, one must
attempt to understand the relationship between the audio and visual elements through a
dual coding mechanism.
With the exceptions of Gamson and Modigliani (1989) and Pan and Kosicki
(1993), there is limited research to date that speculates on the role that visuals play in the
framing phenomenon. Yet visuals are a stylistic choice used to invoke images, increase
salience of a point, and increase vividness of a report (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). The framing
perspective allows researchers to explore television news, not just in terms of audio
frames but in terms of the combination of audio and visual elements that uhimately frame
an event. For instance, Schaefer (1997) maintains that "a visual image may have a
combination of iconic, indexical, and symbolic overtones...[that] have enabled
audiovisual signs to rival the written transcript and written description as the most
accurate representations of events" (p. 72).
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The hypotheses presented in the next section follow the general discussion
presented in the literature review with regard to attributions of responsibility, strategy and
issue frames, visual content and frames, and finally, the structural features and editing
techniques I expect to find in the visual content.
Based on the review of the literature concerning audio fi-ames and visual content,
it is reasonable to say that very little research has attempted to bridge these two bodies of
research. Because the present study is interested in both audio frames and accompanying
visual content in this audiovisual narrative of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns,
research questions are presented to begin to explicate this relationship.
Hypotheses and Research Questions
The present study proposes hypotheses at three levels of analysis. The first level is
a broad exploration of the attributions of responsibility made toward the president and the
Republican Congress in the audio portion of network coverage (Hla). In addition, Hlb
examines the traditional audio-only firames (strategy versus issue fi-ames) that I expect to
find in the overall network coverage, based on previous research in this area (Cappella &
Jamieson, 1997; Iyengar, 1991).
The second level of analysis examines the relationship between the audio fi'ames
that are identified and visual features that accompany them. This set of hypotheses
involves image content in terms of the active and passive nature of visuals (H2a) and
emotional content of visuals (H2b).
Finally, the third level of analysis addresses the more specific structural features
of visuals I expect to find accompanying audio strategic fi^es

when portraying the
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president and Republican members of Congress. This set of hypotheses examined the
valence of visual images (H3a), the use of high and low camera angles (Hypothesis 3a),
and camera-to-subject distance (Hypothesis 3b), which can be categorized as positively
or negatively biased toward political actors. Research questions that further explore
hypotheses at each level are included where relevant.

Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis la: attribution of responsibility
According to Iyengar (1996), the concept of responsibility is an essential element
of social knowledge from the behaviors of one's next-door neighbor to that of elected
officials in the nation's capital. Further, "attributions of responsibility are known to exert
powerful influence over a broad spectrum of interpersonal and social attitudes" (p. 59).
Iyengar (1996) also notes that politicians understand the nature of responsibility in
politics and are quick to claim responsibility for favorable outcomes and disclaim
responsibility for events or decisions with negative implications. According to Denton
and Woodward (1990), "Political contests are really contests of competing definitions of
situations. Winners are those who successfully articulate the definition of situation held
by the majority or those who successfully create a potent definition of situation helped by
the majority of voters" (p. 152).
The government shutdowns were no exception. Following the shutdowns, many
newspapers and political analysts claimed the president had won the media "blame game"
for the shutdowns, speculating that the outcome would hurt the Republicans in the
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upcoming 1996 elections (Brownstein & Hook, 1998, November 1, p. Al). Attempts at
positive media coverage through "pseudoevents" (Pfetch, 1998) and "photobites"
(Cronkite, 1998) were seen in both the White House and on Capitol Hill.
The media's predilection for conflict and drama over substance and issues,
suggests that the "blame game" would be a preferable angle for stories concerning the
government shutdowns and we would expect to find attributions of responsibility for the
shutdowns to be prevalent in coverage.
Networks usually strive to cast blame evenhandedly during political campaigns
(e.g., comparing Bush attack commercials with the attacks on Bush at the Democratic
convention), or to combine praise and blame. In cases where one side has proven to be far
more capable of managing the news, however, finding balanced reporting can be a
greater challenge (Simons & Stewart, 1991). As noted earlier, research has shown that
when one compares network coverage of the executive and legislative branches of
government, the president consistently receives more coverage and better coverage than
Congress (Graber, 1997; Kaid & Foote, 1985).
As noted in the literature review, the argument that the media tend to favor the
executive branch over the legislative branch when the two are in conflict suggests that
network coverage would consistently attribute more blame to Congressional Republicans
for the consequences of the shutdowns. In cases where the political battle is between the
president and members of Congress, research traditionally concludes that the president
has much more control over his media strategies than Congress.
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Based on these arguments, we would expect to find support for the following
hypothesis:

Hla;

The audio portion of the network coverage of the 1995-1996 government
shutdowns will attribute more responsibility for the shutdowns to the
Republican Congress than to the President-

Hypothesis lb: audio frames
Cappella and Jamieson's (1997) conceptualization of strategic- versus issueoriented frames is an appropriate and useful framework for this level of analysis because
of the context of the event under study. As mentioned earlier, the government shutdowns
were concerned with various complex issues facing the government and the nation, but
the "news" of the shutdowns centered around the political battle between the executive
and legislative branches, particularly as the impasse affected public services. In fact.
Cook (1998) referred to the news coverage of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns as
an example of the narrative style of reporting, saying, "After a while, once negotiations
were not producing results, the news began referring to the conflicts as 'bickering,'
'squabbling,' or a just plain 'mess'" (p. 101).
Strategic fi'aming, as mentioned earlier, emphasizes the competitive, selfinterested motives driving politicians, specifically highlighting the game aspect of
political battles (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997). According to Patterson (1993), the game
schema that is found in campaign news focuses "on a few individuals—the candidates—
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rather than on the larger interests they represent and the broader political forces that
shape the campaign" (p. 63).
The emphasis on political conflicts between candidates during an election is
analogous to the kind of stories we would expect to find in coverage of the government
shutdowns. Furthermore, journalists prefer to report political stories using a strategic,
game-oriented frame because it conforms to the conventions of news production in terms
of novelty and dramatic narrative (Patterson, 1993), as was discussed in the review of
news production literature.
Considering the adversarial political environment surrounding the government
shutdowns, in addition to the media's inclination to highlight conflict and strategy more
than issues, we should expect to find support for the following hypothesis concerning
frames in the audio portion of network coverage:
HIb:

The audio portion of network coverage of the 1995-1996 government
shutdowns will contain more strategv-oriented frames that emphasize the
political battle than issue-oriented frames that focus on issues underlving
the event.

Research Question 1: Human interest frames
After a preliminary examination of the data used in this study, a number of stories
that focused on the human interest side of the government shutdowns could not be clearly
defined as either strategy or issue-framed stories. They clearly focused on the effects of
the shutdowns on federal employees, beneficiaries of federal programs, and citizens who
were upset or concerned about the closing of federal parks and buildings, though they
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made no direct reference to political strategy or issues. A human interest frame category
was added and examined as an alternate frame to the traditional strategy and issue frames
(Cappella & Jamieson, 1997). To examine the extent to which the networks framed the
human drama of the shutdowns, the following research question was presented:
RQI: What is the relationship among strategy, issue, and human interest
frames in the audio portion of the broadcast coverage of the 1995-1996
government shutdowns?

Hypothesis 2
The second level of hypotheses addresses various dimensions of visual image
content that I expect to find accompanying the strategic- and issue-oriented frames in the
audio coverage, based on research on television visuals.
Hypothesis 2a and 2b
As noted in the visual literature review, the advantage of television news over
print or radio news is its ability to provide motion or active visuals as well as more
authentic, emotional images to its audience. The active and emotional nature of the
visuals in television news is the foci of the following hypotheses.
Political stories are susceptible to an active visual bias because the nature of
political news tends to emphasize the event over the issue (Iyengar, 1991). In fact,
Iyengar (1991) notes that "visually, episodic reports make 'good pictures,' while thematic
reports feature 'talking heads,' (p. 14). The presentation of the "hard news story" would
provide photo opportunities surrounding the event (i.e., campaign stops), while finding
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visuals for stories about issues may prove to be more challenging (i.e., candidate's
position on tax reform).
As mentioned earlier, while there are no identifiable categories for what
constitutes "active" versus "passive" visual images in the literature, researchers suggest
that when individuals act on behalf of a social program (i.e., Clinton meeting recipients
of the Meals on Wheels program) or are seen on the campaign trail shaking hands with
crowds, the image is considerably more "active" than a talking head. Talking heads are
the least sought-after visual image, because of their static and passive nature (see
Jamieson, 1988, for more details).
Strategic stories are preferred by journalists and networks because they tend to
elicit more "compelling," "dramatic," and "interesting" visual images and create stories
that are easier to tell. While emotions are often recorded based on the viewer's subjective
response to an image, researchers have varied television content to portray compelling
negative images (Newhagen & Reeves, 1992), highly emotional, interesting, or vivid
images (Brosius, 1993; Gunter, 1980).
Researchers contend that the visual capacity of television news to portray such
emotion gives it greater believability than newspapers and radio news (Robinson & Levy,
1986; Meyrowitz, 1991). This is because television visuals offer strong validation and
authenticity of the context of the story, as well as a sense of immediacy in terms of being
in real time and in present tense (Erickson, 1998).
Therefore, we would expect to find strategic fi-ames in network coverage of the
government shutdowns to be accompanied by visual images that similarly emphasize the
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dramatic aspect of the budget battle through emotional visual images. Issue frames, on
the other hand, would be accompanied by more pallid images because discussion of
broad or complex policies require more talking heads and graphic illustrations (Iyengar,
1991). Based on the arguments presented, we would expect to find support for the
following hypotheses concerning the visuals accompanying strategic audio frames:
H2a:

Active visual images will accompanv strategic audio frames while passive
visual images will accompany issue audio frames in network coverage of
the 1995-1996 government shutdowns.

H2b;

Visual images that are high in emotional appeal will accompanv strategic
audio frames while visual images low in emotional appeal will accompanv
issue audio frames in network coverage of the 1995-1996 government
shutdowns.

Research Question 2: Visual/Frame relationship
No research has examined systematically if certain visual images tend to
accompany specific audio frames. Therefore, a broad research question will assess if any
patterns emerge from the analysis to indicate the systematic use of structural or editing
characteristics of visuals with audio frames, such as valence, emotional content,
emotional congruency, camera angle and distance, and central figure of the visual scene.
This is again similar to Hypotheses 2a and 2b, but goes beyond the hypothesized
relationship between visual characteristics and strategy and issue frames to include
human interest frames as well.
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R02: What patterns emerge between the visual images and the audio frames
found in the network coverage of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns?
Hypothesis 3
The third set of hypotheses addresses the structural and editing features of the
visual images that are associated with strategic audio frames within the coverage of the
president and Republican members of Congress. The foundation underlying the
categories in this analysis comes from research findings concerning the communicative
abilities of the visual components of messages (Grabe, 1996; Messaris, 1994, 1998).
Hypothesis 3a
Paralleling the earlier notion of audio-based attributions of responsibility, this
study examines the content of visual images for positively- or negatively-valenced
depictions of either the president or congressional Republicans, the players in the drama
concerning this mediated event. As noted in the literature review, studies find
consistently that the president receives more favorable media coverage than members of
Congress do.
Research also demonstrates that the presidency, more than any other branch of the
government, has many opportunities for public appearances, which are intended to be
captured by networks in sound and photo bites for the evening news. Larson (1988), for
example, states that the tone of presidential coverage is more favorable than unfavorable,
largely due to the limited access to the president, which provides the administration with
greater opportunity to control the settings for photo/video opportunities.
This study, therefore, advances the following hypothesis:
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H3a:

The president will receive more positive visual images than members of
the Republican Congress in the network coverage of the 1995-1996
government shutdowns-

Research Question 3: Valence
Valence or tone refers to the degree to which an article or item reflects favorably
or unfavorably on the subject through some assessment of cues within the context.
Jamleson (1988) notes the positive and negative visual images that have helped and
hindered the political aspirations of such candidates as Ronald Reagan, Waher Mondale
and Michael Dukakis, based on qualitative assessments of media coverage surrounding
their campaigns. Similar in nature to Hypothesis 3a, this research question goes beyond a
comparison of visual valence between the president and members of Congress, and looks
at both the audio and visual valence of key figures involved in this political event.
RQ3; What is the overall valence or tone of audiovisual messages found in the
network coverage of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns?
Hvpotheses 3 b and 3 c
As noted earlier, camera angles can create a visual bias that may favor one
candidate over another (Messaris, 1994; Mullen, 1997; Zettl, 1990). For example, the
president has many opportunities to speak on a stage, where cameras tend to capture the
speech or address from below (using low camera angles). On the other hand, many
images capturing debates on the congressional floor tend to be shot from above, using
high camera angles. The present case expects to find similar examples of camera angle
features. For instance, the use of low camera angles when showing the president would
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tend to highlight a powerful frame—at a podium, on stage, etc.—legitimizing the
executive branch's position in this political battle.
Similarly, camera-to-subject distance is expected to favor the president over
members of the Republican Congress in network coverage (Messaris, 1998). Because the
media tend to present the president with a positive bias, close up images of the president
would imply that "the portrayed candidate is an intimate friend of the viewer, positive
bias is established" (Grabe, 1996, p. 165).
Based on the arguments presented here and in the literature review concerning
strurtural elements in visual images, in conjunction with research that demonstrates the
media's tendency to favor the president over Congress, the present study expects to find
support for the following hypotheses:
H3b:

The president will be portrayed through more low camera angles while
members of the Republican Congress will be portrayed through more high
camera angles in the network coverage of the 1995-1996 government
shutdowns.

H3c:

The president will be portrayed in more close-up shots while members of
the Republican Congress will be portrayed in more distant shots in the
network coverage of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns.

Research Question 4: Source Attribution
The concept of source attribution (not to be confused with attribution of
responsibility) from the communication literature refers to the sources of interpretation
provided in a news story (Burriss, 1988). For instance, Patterson (1993) notes how much
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of the negative coverage of George Bush in 1992 could be attributed to nonpartisan
sources—mainly journalists, policy experts and voters—who made it through the newsediting process (p. 112). While coverage of Bush in the 1992 campaign was
overwhelmingly negative, a greater percentage of these negative comments came from
nonpartisan than partisan sources (Patterson, 1993). Clinton, on the other hand, was
criticized mainly by partisan sources, and journalists made more negative attributions
about Bush than Clinton by a wide margin (Patterson, 1993). By examining source
attribution can tell us who is ultimately responsible for the statements made in network
coverage of a complex, controversial political event.
According to Erikson (1998), "journalists establish factuality by using credible
sources who make statements that can be quoted as fart without further investigation" (p.
84). Because of the constraints of news produrtion, journalists rarely have time or
resources to establish facts independent of a source's face value as a normative witness to
events. Therefore, the sources they choose to incorporate into their stories often authorize
facts because of their credibility as institutionalized forms of authority and knowledge
(Erikson, 1998). While journalists often turn to those with expert knowledge and to
official bodies, this tendency also limits the boundaries of legitimate discussion of the
event in question (Gitlin, 1980; Hackett & Zhao, 1996).
Considering the above discussion, the present study will answer the following
research question:
RQ4; Which sources are featured in network coverage of the 1995-1996
government shutdowns?
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CHAPTER m
METHODS
Sample
The media content chosen for analysis constitutes the population of network
evening news stories (ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN) that mentioned the government
shutdown or budget battle over an approximately two-month period, from November
13"^, 1995 to January 18''', 1996 - from the start of the first shutdown to the end of the
second shutdown. Any story within that period that mentioned the event was selected for
a purposive sample and subject to a coding protocol that analyzed the television content
(see Appendix A for coding protocol). There were 182 stories in total with the ABC
broadcast containing 42 stories; the CBS broadcast containing 49 stories; the NBC
broadcast containing 43 stories; and the CNN broadcast containing 48 stories (see
Appendix A). A research team videotaped most of the coverage included in the data set.
The ABC broadcast and certain missing NBC segments were supplied by the Vanderbilt
University Television News Archive. Verbal transcripts reflecting the closed captioning
of the broadcasts were obtained from the Broadcast News Exchange in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Units of Analysis
Before the methods of analysis are presented, it is important to explain the
assumptions concerning the relationship between the verbal and visual components of
television news, which underlie the study's design. While the verbal and visual features of
messages have been studied to a great extent, they have mostly been, as we have seen,
studied separately. Nevertheless, according to Crigler, Just, and Neuman (1994), media
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stories are told through both the audio and visual channels involving parallel explanatory
content.
The present study assumes that the potential importance of visual components in
television news is contingent on the verbal interpretations or accompaniment of those
images. I assessed the visual images in the context of the verbal frames, first by
assessing verbal units according to speaker changes, and then I examined accompanying
visual scene(s). A speaker change reflects any change in speaker during a story.
The sampling unit of analysis is the story, defined in terms of a combination of
cohesive subject matter and television format characteristics which commonly serve to
denote a feature or news segment. The study units selected and defined for the content
analysis include the sampling unit (stories that feature or mention the government
shutdowns or budget battle) and the recording unit for each news segment (the audio
speaker changes and the visual scene(s) that correspond to each audio segment). The
coding scheme was developed, in part, from previous firaming research as well as a
preliminary examination of a sample of 18 stories from the existing data set.
Coding Protocol
Each broadcast story was coded at three levels; (1) classification information,
audio framing and attribution of responsibility at the overall story level, (2) content of
audio segments indicated by speaker changes; and (3) content and structural features of
visual segments.
Categories
Classification Information
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At the story level, categories include classification information, such as the
network (v2), the date the segment aired (v3), and length of the story determined by
Vanderbilt University abstracts when available and by timer in all other cases (v4). In
order to test the accuracy of the measures used in the analysis, the author and a secondary
coder coded a sample of 17 percent of the stories (n = 31), which was then subject to
intercoder reliability analysis using Holsti's coefficient of reliability (Holsti, 1969, pp.
140-141). When reliability scores for a category were below the acceptable rate of 80
percent, the coders would discuss the discrepancy and specify examples to produce
greater congruency. The sample was then recoded for that variable and reliability scores
re-calculated until they were at an acceptable level. Reliability scores are presented for
each category (see Table I for reliability scores).
Placement
Similar to a newspaper's lead, front-page story, the first story of the broadcast is
equivalent to the most important story of the evening. Stories that appear before the first
commercial are similarly equivalent to front-page newspaper stories, and the final story
of the broadcast has been called the closer or "kicker" (Poindexter & McCombs, 2000)
and is also seen as a prestige slot in the newscast. According to Iyengar and Kinder
(1987), the lead story is more influential than other stories within a news broadcast
because they indicate the most important stories of the day. Consequently, there were
four possible categories for this variable: first story, not first story but before first
commercial, final story (or kicker), and none of the above. Reliability for placement was
strong at 95 percent (n = 31).
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Table 1
Intercoder Reliability Scores for Coding Categories
Variable

n

C.R. (in percentages)^

Placement

31

95

Story frame

31

83

Story attribution of responsibility

31

81

Audio segment frame

313

86

-Audio attribution of responsibility

313

86

Audio valence or tone

313

87

Main focus

342

84

Activity or behavior

342

83

Emotional content

342

93

Emotional congruency

342

96

Location of scene

342

90

Valence of scene

342

86

Camera angle

342

93

Camera-to-subject distance

342

81

Primary source

313

94

Secondary source

313

90

' C.R. = Holsti's Coefficient of Reliability (Holsti, 1%9, p. 140-141).
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Audio content
Attribution of responsibility & story frame
Attribution of responsibility and story frame were coded at two levels: the story
level and the segment level. Story level categories were based on the frequency of
segment frames and attributions of responsibility that appear in audio segments, using
two-thirds majority rule to make these assessments (see Kenski, Chang, Aylor, and
Reichert, 1996). For example, if a news story consists of nine audio segments, and six of
those segments were coded as issue frames, then the overall story frame was considered
issue-oriented.
Story attribution of responsibility
Story attribution of responsibility (v. 7) asks if the story attributed responsibility
more to the president, the Congress, both, or neither. An example of a segment attributing
responsibility for the shutdowns can be seen in this excerpt from CNN Capitol Hill
correspondent Candy Crowley:
So where are we? We are about where we were 48 hours ago and the
government is still shut down and there has been no movement toward a
settlement. In fact, most of today has been consumed with talking, talk
coming out of Capitol Hill and talk coming into it. With Capitol Hill
phone lines jammed and polls indicating Americans blame Republicans
more than they blame the president, the GOP powers that be put another
offer on the table in hopes it will redirect the debate (CNN Nightly News.
November 15, 1995).
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Attribution of responsibility was coded by counting the individual audio segments
and applying a two-thirds majority rule to determine whether the story as a whole
attributed more blame to one party. Intercoder reliability for story attribution of
responsibility was 81 percent (N = 31). Audio segment attribution of responsibility (vlO)
included the same variables as did the category at the story level, but was assessed for
each audio segment, indicated by speaker changes in the audio content. Intercoder
reliability for audio segment attribution of responsibility was 86 percent (n = 313).
Story frame usine lead-in rule
Just as headlines can serve as a "frame" for the entire story, some claim that the
introduction of a news story by the anchor similarly frames the entire story. The crucial
lead-in of the news story can also determine how a story is framed (Cappella & Jamieson,
1997; Entman, 1993; Iyengar & Kinder, 1987). Therefore, in addition to the two-thirds
majority rule, overall story frame was coded based on the framing that occurred in the
first 20 to 30 seconds in the introduction, usually by the anchor. Intercoder reliability for
framing in the introduction was moderately strong at 85 percent (n = 31).
Story frame
Story frame (v. 6) was concerned with how the overall story was framed through
the audio content only. The categories for this variable included issue frames, which
focus on broad themes surrounding the issue such as the ideological foundations guiding
party policies, programs that are impacted by the various budget proposals, and other
attributes that provide context for the issue. Strategy frames, on the other hand, were
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those that focused on the strategies of the political figures or institutions to gain public
support during the budget battle and government shutdown.
For instance, in one of its first stories concerning the budget negotiations, ABC
sought commentary from Congressional analyst, Norman Omstein, to "cut through the
rhetoric," though his description of the political process was anything but analytical
rABC Nightly News. November 15, 1995);
This is a preliminary skirmish with the real battle ahead—the one that's
over the budget itself.. .Remember that while on the surface what we see
as the Republican Congress on one side of the gulf and the Democratic
president on the other, underneath it all is a Republican House trying to
work out its own differences with the Republican Senate. Until that
happens, we're not going to get a real negotiation, and the public is going
to see a bunch of children fighting in the schoolyard.
The third category for fi-ames was one that focused on the human-interest aspect
of this issue, or how the government shutdown and budget battle affected average citizens
and/or federal employees. As mentioned earlier, these stories did not discuss the
strategies of the politicians nor the budgetary or policy issues involved in the shutdowns.
They focused on their impact on the American people in stories entitled "Listening to
America"—a title that implied the network was listening even if the government was
turning a deaf ear.
Comments by average citizens in this piece emphasized the disgust people felt
over their perception of the budget impasse. Reporter Bob Faw quoted a citizen who was
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turned away at the Statue of Liberty, saying, "I think it's disgusting. I think it's pitiful and
sick." Another holiday shopper in Chicago was quoted as saying, "We obviously have
people that are more interested in their own interests rather than working out to the
benefit of the people in the country." Finally, a furloughed worker in Denver was shown
saying, "We're just pawns in that whole situation. We have no control over it." Although
these interviews lacked any discussion of the issues surrounding the balanced budget
process, Faw noted that citizens were waiting to show their displeasure in the upcoming
election (NBC Nightly News. December 18, 1995).
Stories could also include a mix of these frames or be relatively neutral.
Intercoder reliability for this variable at the story level was 83 percent (N = 31). Audio
segment frame involved the same categories but was assessed for each audio segment,
defined by speaker changes as mentioned previously. Intercoder reliability for individual
segment frame was 86 percent (n = 313).
Audio valence or tone
Audio valence or tone (v9) refers to how positively or negatively a subject is
referred to in the audio content of each segment. A subject is framed negatively if the
audio mentioned negative traits or characteristics, such as adversarial relationships,
conflict, disorganization, political and/or economic instability, weakness, tensions,
decline in support, liabilities or unreliability. An example of negative audio segments
would include, "Remember those serious negotiations we were supposed to get?" (CNN,
Dec. 15): "The president has been looking for a scapegoat" (CBS, Jan. 5). "Congress has
lost its recent PR skirmish with the president...it's time to face reality" (CBS, Jan. 5).
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A subject was framed positively if the audio mentioned traits or characteristics
that focused on cooperation, political and/or economic stability, strength, progress,
resources or dependability. Any audio reference that suggested support for a political
figure or institution and/or their position would be considered positive. An example of a
positive audio segment would be, "Clinton's initiative appears to be a step in the right
direction" (CBS, Dec. 18). Intercoder reliability for the valence/tone category was weak
at 79 percent, but later improved to 87 percent after a list of examples was derived from
the first round of reliability coding and was used in the final coding (n = 313).
Visuals
Visual segments constitute the secondary focus of the individual segment
analysis, examined in terms of the scene, defined by Graber (1990, p. 135) as "a shot or
shots of the same subject, bounded by adjacent scenes of different subjects." The visual
scene is considered to be the most basic unit of audiovisual message construction
(Gianetti, 1982; Grabe, 1996). Each audio segment could have been accompanied by up
to twenty visual scenes. The following categories were developed to examine the visual
content of each scene: main focus of the visual scene (v. 13), primary activity or behavior
of the main focus (v. 14), emotional content of the visual scene (v. 15), the relationship
between the audio content and visual scene in terms of emotional content (v. 16), and
audio valence (v. 17).
Central figure of the visual scene
The central figure of the scene (v. 13) could be a variety of political figures and
institutions associated with the government shutdown and budget battle, average citizens
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and/or federal employees, experts or pundits, interest groups, and locations such as
national parks or monuments that were impacted by the government shutdown. A
separate category was established for both visual graphics that often provided
information regarding budget figures or other abstraa concepts and a category that
allowed for combinations of the categories mentioned above. Intercoder reliability for the
central figure of the visual scene was 84 percent (n = 342).
Activity /behavior of the central figure
The primary behavior of the central figure in the visual scene (v. 14) included a
variety of activities for political figures and average citizens and/or federal employees.
The categories for this variable were determined from a preliminary examination of a
sample of 18 stories and included activities such as talking to the press during a press
conference, addressing an audience, shaking hands with citizens, signing or vetoing a bill,
working at a federal office, visiting federal sites such as museums or the Grand Canyon,
picketing and/or protesting, and simply talking head. Computer-generated graphics and
shots of locations were not considered applicable for this category. Intercoder reliability
for the primary behavior category increased from 75 to 83 percent after additional
behaviors were added to the list of possible codes (n = 342). For purposes of hypothesis
testing and analysis, the nineteen categories were recoded into two categories, consisting
of'active' and 'passive.'
Emotional content of visual image
The emotional content of the visual scene (v. 15) asks if the scene is highly
emotional, somewhat emotional, neutral, or unemotional. Examples of highly emotional
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scenes included Democratic Congress members speaking emphatically on the floors of
the Senate or House, President Clinton with the First Lady lighting the White House
Christmas tree amidst children surrounding the tree, or angry protestors with picket signs
claiming "We want to work!" and "The Newt who stole Christmas!"
Somewhat emotional scenes might include empty federal offices, tourists having
to turn back from "closed" signs at federal sites, and citizens waiting in long lines at
Social Security or unemployment. Examples of unemotional visual scenes included
political figures sitting around a conference table talking, talking heads or narrators,
graphics that depicted aspects of both parties' policy positions, or shots of the president
and/or Congressional leaders entering or exiting the White House. The intercoder
reliability for this category was 93 percent (n = 342).
Emotional congruencv
To assess the relationship between the audio content and the visual scene with
respect to emotional content, the category of emotional congruency (v. 16) focuses on the
emotional contribution the visual image made to the accompanying audio segment. For
example, the visual scene may have intensified the emotional content if the audio
mentioned veterans unable to receive benefit checks during the shutdown while the
camera panned across an audience of veterans looking forlorn. Audio segment was coded
first and visual images were coded second throughout the coding process.
Visual images that were simply talking heads or graphics illustrating numbers
quoted in the audio segment constituted example of scenes that did not affect the
emotional content. Finally, there were some cases where the visual scene in faa detracted
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from the audio content, as in the case where the visual and audio segments contradicted
one another. For instance, the audio segment may mention lagging Democratic support
for the president's budget proposals while showing images of the president amidst a
cheering crowd or shaking hands with members of Congress. In the sample of 31 stories,
intercoder reliability for this category was 96 percent (n = 342). Reliability for this
category was particularly high because the majority of visual scenes did not affea the
emotional content.
Location
The location depicted in the visual scene (v. 17) was also used to assess the
content of the visual image and was based on categories determined by a preliminary
examination of a sample of news stories. Locations include the newsroom, the White
House, Capitol Hill (i.e., House or Senate floor), federal offices or buildings, federal
tourist sites including museums or national parks, and unidentifiable locations. A
category for images that do not take place at a location, such as visual graphics, was also
available. Intercoder reliability for location of the scene improved from 76 percent to 90
percent when additional codes were added to the category (n = 342).
Image valence or tone
Finally, the subjects of each visual scene were coded for the valence or tone of the
scene (v. 18). An example of a positive visual image was one in which the president is
seen signing a bill in the Oval Office while surrounded by citizens who presumably
benefit from the proposal. Negative images include angry citizens protesting or picketing
in front of closed federal buildings or visual graphics of polls hat suggest declining
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support for budget proposals or political figures and institutions. It should be noted that
emotional scenes could be either positive or negative in valence. Neutral images are those
that are neither positive nor negative, such as talking heads or images of locations.
Intercoder reliability for this category was 86 percent (n = 342).
Structural feature of visual images
Hypotheses at the third level that concentrate on the structural features of the
visual scene were determined by variables that assessed the camera angles (v. 19) and
camera-to-subject distance (v. 20) in each visual scene. The categories for each of these
variables was determined by previous research (Grabe, 1996) as well as a preliminary
examination of a sample of news stories. Intercoder reliabilities for these categories were
93 percent and 81 percent, respectively (n = 342). (See Appendix B for coding protocol).
Primary and secondary source
The primary source of each audio segment (v. 11) refers to the individual
speaking in the segment. If the primary source quotes or attributes information to another
source, this would be identified as the secondary source (v.12). For example, if the
anchor quoted the White House, the primary source would be the anchor and the
secondary source would be White House officials. Intercoder reliabilities for these
categories were 94 percent and 90 percent, respectively (n = 313).
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The results of the data analysis will be discussed for each hypothesis,
incorporating relevant research questions and exploratory analyses where applicable.
First the results concerning the audio analyses are reported, which include attribution of
responsibility, strategic versus issue frames (Hypothesis 1), and an examination of human
interest frames (RQl). This is followed by analyses concerning visual content and frames
(Hypothesis 2 and RQ2). Finally, results for analyses concerning broadcast coverage of
the president and Republican Congress are reported for both visual content (Hypothesis
3) and audio sources (RQs 3 and 4). Exploratory analyses are included where relevant.
Hvpothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 was concerned with the audio portion of the broadcast coverage
with regards to attribution of responsibility and strategy and issue frames.
Hvpothesis la
Hypothesis la proposed that more attributions of responsibility would be made
toward the Republican Congress than to the president in audio broadcast coverage of this
political event. Two analyses were conducted to test Hla: the first, a frequency count,
examined stories that included attributions toward the president. Republican Congress,
and stories that made no attribution of blame (n = 132, 74% of all stories). The second
frequency count looked only at attributions of blame made toward the president and
Republican Congress (n = 25, 14% of all stories).
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Results from the first analysis show that while 17 percent of the stories blamed
the Republican Congress and only two percent of the stories blamed the president, the
majority of stories made no attribution of blame (81%),

(2, n = 132) = 140.32, p <

.0001. When the analysis focused only on stories that either blamed the president or the
Republican Congress, 92 percent of the stories blamed the Republican Congress and
eight percent of stories blamed the president showing support for HI a,

(I,

0=

25) =

17.64, p<.0001.
An exploratory analysis was conducted to test if there were significant
differences among the four networks included in the sample regarding the audio
attributions of responsibility. According to researchers, television networks tend to be
homogenous in their choice of stories and in the way they choose to present them, which
ultimately limits the perspectives represented in television news content (Bennett, 1996).
Bennett (1996) claims there is remarkable uniformity among mainstream news sources in
regards to what is considered news on a given day.
Results of a cross tabulation between attributions of responsibility toward the
president and Republican Congress and networks found that there was little difference
among the networks regarding whom they primarily blamed for the shutdowns,
supporting Bennett's hypothesis. All four networks presented more stories that blamed
the Republican Congress than stories that blamed the president, and results from the chisquare analysis suggests that there is no difference among the networks, x^ (3, n = 25) =
2.8, p = .42. (See Table 2 for network by story attribution).

Table 2
Audio Story Attribution bv Network (Column percentages and frequencies')
Network
Story Attribution

ABC

CBS

NBC

CNN

president

20%
(1)

0
(0)

17
(1)

0
(0)

Republicans

80
(4)

100
(8)

Note: 5 cells have observed count less than 5 (63%).
x' (3, IL= 25) = 2.8 E =. 42 (n.s.)

83
(5)

100
(6)
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Hypothesis lb
Hypothesis lb predicted that the audio portion of broadcast coverage would
contain more strategic framed stories than issue-framed stories, emphasizing the political
battle between the president and the Republican Congress rather than the issues
surrounding the debate.
Two analyses were conducted to test this hypothesis. First, only strategy and
issue-framed stories were compared based on the two-thirds majority rule (n = 118, 65%
of all story frames). Second, only strategy and issue-framed stories were compared using
the lead-in frame rule (n = 121, 66% of all story frames).
Based on a frequency count of overall story frame using the two-thirds majority
decision rule, there was a greater number of strategy-framed stories than issue-framed
stories, supporting Hlb. Results show that there were eight times as many strategyframed stories (89%) than issue-framed stories (11%). A frequency count of story frame
using the lead-in frame as the decision rule shows that strategy-framed stories (87%)
were present almost seven times as often as issue-framed stories (13%). A chi-square
goodness-of-fit test suggests that the sample contained more strategy-framed stories than
issue-framed stories using both decision rules,
frame using majority rule;

(1, B

118) = 71.73, g < .0001 for story

(1,0= 121) = 65.46, g < .0001 for story frame using lead-in

frame rule.
An exploratory analysis of the placement of strategy- and issue-framed stories
within the evening news line-up provides additional insight into the emphasis given these
stories by the networks. Iyengar and Kinder's (1987) "Lead Story hypothesis" claims that
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"lead stories should be more powerful in shaping viewers' priorities about the importance
of national problems than stories that appear elsewhere in the newscast" (p. 42). This is
based on the notion that networks carefully choose the lead story based on the day's most
important news items (Gans, 1979). Therefore, this exploratory analysis of placement
seeks to discover if more strategy-framed stories appeared as the top stories compared to
issue-framed stories.
Stories were coded if they appeared first, before the first commercial, or after the
first commercial (see Appendix B for coding protocol). When only strategy and issuefi-amed stories are compared, results of a cross-tabulation of story placement by story
frame show that there was no difference in the placement of stories based on their fi^ame,
X' (2, n = 118)= .86, g = .65. Seventy-seven percent of strategy-framed stories appeared
before the first commercial; of these 33 percent were the first story. The additional 23
percent of strategy-fi"amed stories appeared after the first commercial. Of issue-framed
stories, 69 percent appeared before the first commercial; of these 38 percent were the first
story. Thirty-one percent of the additional issue-framed stories appeared after the first
commercial. In addition, when only lead stories are considered, strategy-fi"amed stories
(87%) appeared seven times as often as issue-fi'amed stories (12%).
Research Question I
RQl was interested in exploring the human-interest fi^ames found in the network
coverage of the shutdowns and comparing the predominance of human interest frames to
the number of strategy and issue fi-ames in the total broadcast coverage. Again, two
frequency counts were conducted using strategy, issue, and human interest stories based
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on a majority decision rule (n_= 163, 90% of total sample of stories) and lead-in frame
decision rule (n = 160, 88% of total sample).
Results show that while strategy-framed stories dominated the network coverage,
human interest-framed stories appeared more frequently than issue-framed stories using
the two-thirds majority rule,

(2, n = 163) = 80.29, p < .0001. Specifically, strategy-

framed stories constituted 64 percent of the stories, human interest framed stories 28
percent, and issue-framed stories 8 percent. When the lead-in frame is used as a decision
rule, strategy frames constitute 66 percent of the stories, human interest frames 24
percent and issue frames 10 percent,

(2, n = 160) = 80.04, p < .0001. (See Table 3 for

frequencies of strategy, issue, and human interest story frames).
Two additional analyses were conducted to examine how the networks compared
to each other regarding their presentation of strategy versus issue frames (n = 118, 65%
of all story frames) and strategy, issue, and human-Interest framed stories (n.= 163, 90%
of all story frames). Results from a chi-square analysis of network by story frame
supports the conclusion that there is little difference in framing by the four major
networks included in this study. Specifically, ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN presented more
strategy-framed stories than issue-framed stories. ABC led the networks with strategyframed stories constituting 97 percent of its coverage, followed by NBC (89%), CNN
(87%), and CBS (84%).
When human interest frames are included in the analysis, we continue to find
congruency among the four networks in regards to framing. All four networks presented
strategy-framed stories the most, followed by human interest framed stories, and then

Table 3
Frequencies of Audio Storv Frame for Strategy. Issue, and Human Interest Frames

Observed N

%

Story frame*
Strategy

105

64

Issue

13

8

Human Interest

45

28

105

66

Issue

16

10

Human Interest

39

24

Story frame by lead-in only **
Strategy

(2, n = 163) = 80.29, p < .0001
(2, n = 160) = 80.04, p < .0001
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issue-framed stories. (See Table 4 for network by story frames). Chi-square analyses in
both cases were not significant, suggesting that there is no difference among networks
and how they frame their stories,
issue-framed stories;

(3, 0 = 118) = 2.6, g = .45 (n.s.) for strategy and

(6, n = 163) = 3.2, g = .78 (n.s.) for strategy, issue, and human

interest framed stories.
Hypothesis H"
Hypothesis 2 predicted patterns would emerge between characteristics of the
visual scenes and the audio frames (strategy and issue frames) found in broadcast
coverage of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns. The analyses used to test hypotheses
at this level were conducted using a sample consisting of visual categories for strategy
and issue frames only. Human-interest frames were added in exploratory analyses. A
description of the relevant visual categories included in the sample accompanies each
analysis.
Hvpothesis 2a: Active and passive visual scenes
H2a proposed that strategic audio frames would be accompanied by active visual
scenes whereas issue frames would be accompanied by passive images. The 19 categories
for "activity or behavior of the visual scene" were recoded into two categories, active and
passive, and cross-tabulated with strategy and issue segment frames (n = 1332).
Fifty-two percent of strategy-framed segments and 55 percent of issue-framed
segments were accompanied by active visual images. In addition, 49 percent of strategy-

* All analyses that involve visual scenes were conducted on data for the first four visual scenes
accompanying the audio segment The percentage of audio segments that contained more than four visual
scenes was negligible (4%).
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framed segments and 45 percent of issue-framed segments were accompanied by passive
visual images. These differences were not significant,

(1.0 = 1332) = 0.90, g = .34.

Thus results did not support the hypothesized relationship between active and passive
visual scenes and audio frame.
An exploratory analysis that included human interest frames produced some
insight regarding the relationship between frames and active and passive visual scenes (n
= 1914). Human interest framed segments (58%) were more likely than either strategy
(49%) or issue-framed segments (45%) to be accompanied by passive visual scenes. In
addition, human interest framed segments were less likely to be accompanied by active
visual scenes (42%) than strategy (52%) or issue-framed segments (55%),

(2, n =

1914) = 17.37, 2 < .0001. (See Table 5 for audio segment frame by activity^ehavior of
visual scene).
Further refinement of the chi-square test of association suggests that these
differences between strategy-framed segments and human interest framed segments as
well as issue-framed segments and human interest-framed segments are significant, x^ (1.
n = 1623) = 13.19, £.< .0001 for strategy versus human interest frames; y} (1, n = 873) =
12.28, g.< .0001 for issue versus human interest frames.
Hvpothesis 2b: Emotional content of visual scenes
According to H2b, visual scenes high in emotional content should accompany
strategic audio frames while visual scenes low in emotional content would accompany
issue audio frames. Visual scenes were coded for their emotional content with respect to
the central figure and/or context of the visual image.
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Table 4
Network bv Storv Frame fColumn percentages and frequencies'^
Network
ABC

CBS

NBC

CNN

00

Story Frame**
84
(26)

89
(24)

87
(27)

3
(1)

16
(5)

11
(3)

13
(4)

74
(28)

61
(26)

62
(24)

63
(27)

Issue

3
(1)

12
(5)

8
(3)

9
(4)

Human Interest

24
(9)

28
(12)

31
(12)

28
(12)

97%
II
to

Strategy

Issue

Story Frame including human interest*^
Strategy

' note; frequencies based on aggregated sample consisting of strategy and issue-framed
stories only.
'' note: frequencies based on sample consisting of strategy, issue, and human interest
framed stories only.
'^note: 4 cells have expected count less than 5 (33.3%).
(3,n=118) = 2.6,e = .45(n.s.)
(6, n= 163) = 3.2, b = .78 (n.s.)
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Table 5
Audio Segment Frame by Activitv/Behavior CColumn percentages and frequencies')
Frame
Activity*

Strategy

Issue

Active

52%
(536)

55
(159)

Passive

49
(505)

45
(132)

Activity**

Strategy

Active

52%
(536)

55
(159)

42
(245)

Passive

49
(505)

45
(132)

58
(337)

*X^ (I, n = 1332) = 0.90,^ = .34 (n.s.)
""X* (2, n = 1914) = 17.37, p < .0001

Issue

Human Interest
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Results of a cross-tabulation between emotional content of visual scenes and
frames were not statistically significant, y} (2, n = 1485) = 2.89, g = .24. Specifically, the
majority of both strategy and issue-framed segments were accompanied by visual scenes
low in emotional content. Thirteen percent of strategy-framed segments were
accompanied by emotional visual scenes; of these 4 percent were highly emotional.
Twelve percent of issue-framed segments were accompanied by emotional visual scenes;
of these 2 percent were highly emotional. (See Table 6 for segment frame by emotional
content of visual scene).
Research Question 2
RQ2 explored the relationships between audio frames (strategy, issue, and human
interest) and characteristics of the accompanying visual scenes (valence, emotional
content, emotional congruency, camera angle, camera-to-subject distance, and central
figure of the scene). This question goes beyond the results found for H2b, which
hypothesized a relationship between visual scene characteristics with respect to strategy
and issue frames only.
Valence of visual scene.
Valence of the visual scene was coded based on whether or not the central figure
of the scene was portrayed in a positive, negative or neutral light. Results from the cross
tabulation of visual valence by frame (il= 2166) show that the majority of strategy, issue,
and human interest framed segments were accompanied by neutral visual scenes. More
human-interest framed segments (15%), compared to strategy (7%) or issue-framed
segments (12%) contained negative visual images. Issue frames were more likely to
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Table 6
Segment Frame by Emotional Content of Visual Scene CColumn percentages and
frequencies')

Frame
Emotional Content
High

Strategy
4%
(n = 40)

Issue
2%
(6)

Moderate

9
(104)

10
(33)

Low

87
(992)

89
(310)

(2, n = 1485) = 2.89, e_= .24 (n.s.)
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contain positive visual images (14%) than strategy frames (11%) and more than three
times as likely than human interest frames (4%),

(4, n=2166) = 62.34, g <0001. (See

Table 7 for segment frame by visual valence).
Further refinement of the chi-square test of association suggests that these
differences of valence between strategy-framed segments and human interest framed
segments as well as issue-framed segments and human interest-framed segments are
significant,

(1, Q = 344) = 53, ]2_< .0001 for strategy versus human interest frames;

(1, n = 211) = 19.36, £.< .0001 for issue versus human interest frames.
Emotional content.
Visual scenes were coded for their emotional content with respect to the central
figure and/or context of the visual image. A chi-square test of association suggests that
the relationship between audio frame and emotional content of the visual scene is not
significant, x^ (4, n = 2265) = 9.04, g = .06. Results from the cross tabulation of
emotional content by frame (n = 2265) showed that the majority of strategy, issue, and
human interest frames were accompanied by visual scenes low in emotional content.
Because probability values depend on sample size, a measure of association that
is independent of sample size is Goodman and Kruskal's lambda for nominal data
(Babbie, 1989; Hays, 1994). In this case, however, the relationship between audio frame
and emotional content of visual image was zero, suggesting no relationship between these
variables.

Table 7
Segment Frame by Valence of Visual Scene rColumn percentages and frequencies')

Frame
Valence
Positive

Negative

Neutral

Strategy

Issue

Human Interest

14
(34)

4
(33)

7
(75)

12
(30)

15
(114)

83
(943)

75
(187)

81
(628)

11%
(n=122)

(4, n = 2166) = 62.34, g < .0001
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An additional analysis aggregated the three categories for emotional content into
two categories; emotional (high and moderate) and unemotional content. Again, a chisquare analysis suggests that there is no difference in emotional content of the visual
scene across audio frames in the present sample (x^ (2,0.= 2265) = 4.45, p = .11). (See
Table 8 for segment frame by emotional content of visual scene).
Emotional coneruencv.
This category was designed to see if the visual scene added an emotional
dimension to (or intensified) the audio content, did not add or intensify the audio content,
or detracted from the audio content. As mentioned earlier, emotional congruency
addresses the ability of visual images to increase or decrease the emotional component of
audio content through their emotional content (see methods chapter for examples of
emotional congruency).
Results of a cross tabulation between the emotional congruency of the visual
scene and frame (n = 2267) show that most visual images did not add an emotional
dimension to the audio content, y} (4, n = 2267) = 56.35, p < .0001. In addition, very few
visual scenes detracted from the audio content across audio segment frames. Scenes that
intensified the audio content occurred more often with human interest framed segments
(33%) than either strategy (19%) or issue-framed segments (21%). (See Table 9 for
segment frame by emotional congruency).
Further refinement of the chi-square test of association suggests that the
differences between strategy-framed segments and human interest framed segments and
if the visual intensified or did not intensify the audio content are significant,

(1, H =
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Table 8
Segment Frame bv Emotional Content of Visual Scene CColumn percentages and
frequencies')

Frame
Strategy
Emotional content*
High

Issue

Human Interest

4%
(n = 40)

2
(6)

5
(40)

Moderate

9
(105)

10
(33)

10
(79)

Low

87
(995)

89
(310)

85
(657)

Emotional content**
High/moderate

13%
(145)

11
(39)

15
(119)

Low

87
(995)

89
(310)

85
(657)

(4, n = 2265) = 9.04, p = .06
»*X^ (2, n = 2265) = 4.45,2 = .11
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Table 9
Segment Frame bv Emotional Congruency of Visual Scene (Column percentages and
frequencies')

Frame
Emotional
Intensity
Intensifies

Does not intensify

Detracts

Strategy
19%
(n = 214)

Issue

Human Interest

21
(73)

33
(258)

80
(911)

78
(274)

66
(513)

1
(15)

I
(4)

1
(5)

X* (4, n = 2267) = 56.35, e < .0001
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1896) = 51.02, £.< .0001. Results of a cross tabulation found significant findings between
issue-framed segments and human interest-framed segments as well,

(U 0 = H18) =

17.73, EL<-0001.
Camera angle.
Camera angle was coded into three categories (low, high, and straight on). Results
of a cross tabulation between camera angle and frame (n = 2169) show that the majority
of strategy, issue, and human interest frames were accompanied by visual scenes shot
straight on,

(4, n = 2169) = 52.55, p < .0001. Human interest framed segments (13%)

were about three times as likely as strategy (4%) or issue-framed segments (5%) to be
accompanied by scenes shot from low camera angles. (See Table 10 for segment frame
by camera angle).
Further refinement of the chi-square test of association suggests that the
differences between strategy-framed segments and human interest framed segments and
high and low camera angles are significant,

(1.0

418) = 37.13, e.< .0001. Results of

a cross tabulation found significant findings between issue-framed segments and human
interest-framed segments as well, x^ (1, n = 260) = 16.95, e_< .0001.
Camera-to-sub)'ect distance.
Camera-to-subject distance for visual scenes was coded into four separate
categories: extreme close up, close up, medium distance, and distant. Two analyses were
conducted to answer this question: First, all categories for camera-to-subject distance for
visual scenes were cross-tabulated by strategy, issue, and human interest frames (n =
2166). Second, the categories for the visual scenes were aggregated into two categories
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Table 10
Segment Frame by Camera Angle of Visual Scene (Column percentages and frequencies')

Frame
Camera
Angle

Strategy

Issue

Human Interest

Low

4%
(n = 48)

5
(14)

13
(96)

High

16
(177)

17
(53)

13
(97)

Straight

80
(877)

79
(246)

74
(561)

y} (4, n = 2169) = 52.55, e < .0001
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(close-ups and medium/distant) and examined across strategy, issue and human interest
frames (n = 2166).
The first analysis showed that most visual scenes contained close-up shots
regardless of frame. Results from an omnibus chi-square test suggest that the differences
among the categories were statistically significant,

(6, n = 2166) = IIS. 14, g < .0001.

More refined chi-square tests show that human interest frames (16%) were more likely
than strategy (6%) or issue-framed segments (9%) to be accompanied by extreme close
up shots,

(2, n = 217) = 64.3, p < .0001. Similarly, human interest frames (28%) were

more likely than strategy (19%) or issue-framed segments (13%) to be accompanied by
distant shots

(2, n = 60) = 5.7, g < .05. There were few differences between strategy

and issue-framed segments regarding camera-to-subject distance in accompanying visual
scenes.
The second analysis using two categories for visual scenes showed that issueframed segments (65%) contained more close-ups than strategy (58%) or human interest
framed segments (52%). Human interest framed segments (48%) contained more
medium/distant shots than strategy (42%) or issue-framed segments (35%), x^ (2, n =
2166) = 16.92, E < .0001. (See Tablel 1 for segment frame by camera-to-subject
distance).
Further refinement of the chi-square test of association suggests that the
differences between strategy-framed segments and human interest framed segments and
camera-to-subjea distance are significant, x^ (1> H = 1857) = 6.74, g.< .01. Results of a
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Table 11
Segment Frame bv Camera-to-subject Distance of Visual Scene CColumn percentages and
frequencies')

Frame
Strategy
Camera-to-subject
Distance*
Extreme close up

6%
in = 61)

Issue

Human Interest

9
(27)

16
(123)

Close up

52
(572)

56
(174)

35
(266)

Medium

24
(261)

22
(68)

20
(150)

Distant

19
(205)

13
(40)

28
(213)

65
(201)

52
(389)

35
(108)

48
(363)

C amera-to-subject
Distance**
Close up

Medium/distant

58%
(n = 639)
42
(466)

*X^ (6, n = 2166) = 115.14, e< -0001
**X^ (2, n = 2166) = 16.92, p < .0001
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cross tabulation found significant findings between issue-framed segments and human
interest-framed segments as well,

(1, n = 1061) = 15.74, g_< .0001.

Central figure of the scene
The central figure of the visual scene was originally categorized into 23 separate
categories ranging from average citizens to visual graphics (see Appendix B). Two
analyses were conducted to answer this question; first, strategy, issue, and human interest
frames were cross-tabulated by visual scenes that featured the president and Republican
Congress leaders, Senator Dole and Speaker Gingrich (n = 413). A second analysis
examined the relationship between strategy, issue, and human interest frames with
respect to visual scenes that featured either average citizens or political figures (the
president or Congress members, n = 996).
Results from the first analysis show that there was a significant difference in the
proportion of visuals that accompanied strategy, issue and human interest framed
segments, x^(4, n = 413)= 12.36, q < .01. Further refinement of the chi-square test of
association shows that President Clinton was shown more often in issue-framed segments
(30%) than Senator Dole (14%), x^(l, n = 300)= 9.88, e < 01. However, a chi-square
test did not show that Clinton was shown more often in strategy-framed segments than
Speaker Gingrich, x^(l, n = 303)= 2.35, g =. 126.
The second analysis showed that political figures were shown more often in
strategy-framed segments (74%) and issue-filmed segments (24%) than average citizens
(3% and 8%, respectively), x^(2, n = 996)=779.17, p < .0001. Not surprisingly, average
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citizens were featured more in human interest framed segments (90%) than were political
figures (3%). (See Table 12 for frame by central figure of visual scene).
Hypothesis 3
Hypotheses at the third level of analysis were interested in how the president and
Republican members of Congress were presented visually in the network coverage of the
government shutdowns. This includes an examination of visual valence (H3a), the use of
camera angles (H3b) and the use of camera-to-subject distance (H3c). All analyses
examined visual images featuring only the president and Republican members of
Congress (sample sizes are reported for each analysis).
Hypothesis 3a
Hypothesis 3a predicted that the president would receive more positive visual
images than members of the Republican Congress would. In order to test H3a, central
figure of the visual scene was cross-tabulated by visual valence (n = 650). Results show
that the majority of visual scenes featuring the president and Republican Congress
members were, in fact, neutral in tone,

(2, n= 650) = 145.89, £ < .0001. (See Table 13

for central figure of visual scene by image valence).
When only positive and negative visual scenes were considered (n = 148), the
results supported the relationship predicted in H3a. Ninety-five percent of visual scenes
featuring President Clinton compared to 56 percent of visual scenes featuring Republican
Congress members were positive in tone. Moreover, visual scenes featuring Republican
Congress members were more than eight times as likely to be negative in tone than visual
scenes featuring the president,

(1, B = 148) = 34. 76, jj <. 0001.
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Table 12
Frame by Central Figure of the Visual Scene (Column percentages and frequencies')

Central Figure
Clinton

Dole

Gingrich

Frame*
Strategy

66%
(n=139)

85
(84)

75
(78)

Issue

30
(63)

14
(14)

22
(23)

Human Interest

4
(8)

1
(1)

3
(3)

Central Figure
Political Figures

Average Citizens

Frame**
Strategy

74%
(n = 352)

3
(13)

Issue

24
(112)

8
(39)

Human Interest

3
(13)

90
(467)

n = 413)= 12.36,E<.01
**X^ (2, n = 996) = 779.17, < .0001
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Table 13
Central Figure of Visual Scene bv Image Valence ("Column percentages and frequencies'^

Central Figure
President
Valence*
Positive

Republican Congress

45
( n = 102)

6
(23)

2
(5)

4
(18)

53
(122)

90
(380)

Negative

Neutral

Valence**
Positive

Negative

*X^ (2, n = 650) = 145.89, e < -0001
(1, n = 148) = 34.76, g < .0001

95%
(n=I02)

5
(5)

56
(23)

44
(18)
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Research Question 3
RQ3 addressed the valence of audio attributions of the president and key
Republican leaders of Congress (Senator Dole and Speaker Newt Gingrich) as well as the
valence or tone of visual representations of these political figures. To answer the audio
portion of this question, frequency counts were conducted on the audio valence of the
president and Republican Congress members only (n = 632).
Results show that, overall, both the president and Republican Congress received
more negative than positive audio references. The president received slightly more
positive comments (16%) compared to the Republican Congress (11%). In addition.
Republicans received twice as many negative comments as President Clinton. A chisquare test suggests that these observed proportions differed significantly from what was
expected,

(3, o = 632) = 239.89, el< 0001. (See Table 14 for frequencies of audio

segment valence).
An exploratory analysis of audio valence or tone by networks was conducted to
test if the networks were similar in their audio valence or tone of attributions made
toward the president and Republican members of Congress. When positive and negative
audio attributions are considered, results show there is no relationship between networks
and audio segment valence,

(9, IL= 632) = 15.6, g = .07. Findings suggest that all

networks, except ABC, made more positive comments toward the president than toward
the Republican Congress, and ail four networks made more negative comments toward
the Republican Congress than toward the president. (See Table 15 for audio segment
valence by networks).
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Table 14
Frequencies of Audio Segment Valence

Valence

Observed N

%

Positive Clinton

98

16

Positive Republicans

67

11

Negative Clinton

148

23

Negative Republicans

319

50

(3, n = 632) = 239.9, p < .0001

Table 15
Audio Segment Valence bv Networks (Column percentages and frequencies't

Network
Valence
Positive Clinton

ABC
11%
=
(N 20)

CBS

NBC

CNN

17
(33)

15
(19)

21
(26)

Positive Republicans

11
(21)

9
(17)

11
(14)

12
(15)

Negative Clinton

28
(53)

18
(34)

29
(37)

19
(24)

Negative Republicans

50
(93)

56
(108)

45
(58)

48
(60)

(9, n.= 632) = 15.6, el= -07 (n.s.)
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To test the visual portion of RQ3, visual images containing President Clinton,
Senator Dole, and Speaker Gingrich examined for positive and negative valence or tone
(n = 131). Unlike H3a, this analysis examined the valence of visual images for specific
individuals rather than all Republican Congress members featured in the network
coverage. Results show that Clinton (95%) and Dole (93%) were portrayed considerably
more positively than Gingrich (25%) when positive and negative images are compared,
(2, n = 131) = 44.5, g < .0001. Gingrich was also more negatively portrayed (75%) in
visual coverage than either Clinton (6%) or Dole (7%). (See Table 16 for central figure of
the visual scene by visual valence).
Further refinement of the chi-square test of association shows these differences
between the valence of images of Clinton versus Gingrich were statistically significant,
(1, n = 116) = 42.97, g < .0001. Further, differences found between Dole and Gingrich
were also statistically significant,

(1, D = 29) = 4.07, p < .05.

Hvpothesis 3b
H3b expected a greater number of low camera angles to be used when portraying
the president and a greater number of high camera angles to be used when portraying the
Republican Congress. The data for this analysis consisted of visual scenes featuring the
president and Republican Congress from low, high, and straight on camera angles (n_=
485). Results of a cross-tabulation show that both the president and Republican Congress
members were mostly portrayed through straight camera angles, which does not support
H3a, x^(2, n= 485) = 7.1, £ < .05.
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Table 16
Central Figure of the Visual Scene (Clinton. Dole, and Gingrich) by Visual Valence
(Column percentages and frequencies')
Central Figure

Valence
Positive

Negative

Clinton
95%
(n=103)
5
(5)

Dole

Gringrich

93
(14)

25
(2)

7
(1)

75
(6)

(2,IL= 131) = 44.5, e<.0001
Note: 2 cells (40%) have expected count less than 5.
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When only low and high camera angles were considered (n = 88), findings support
H3a. Results show that the president was portrayed by a greater number of low camera
angles (46%) than the Republican congress (10%) and fewer high camera angles (54%)
than the Republican Congress (90%),

(1, D = 88) = 9.4, g < .01. (See Table 17 for

central figure of visual scene by camera angle).
Hypothesis 3c
H3c predicted the use of more close-up camera shots to be used to portray the
president and more distant shots to be used to portray the Republican Congress.
A cross tabulation of visual scenes by camera distance (extreme close-ups, close-ups,
medium, and distant shots) (n = 404), shows support for H3c. Specifically, the president
was portrayed in more close-up shots (46.3%) than Republican Congress members
(36.7%), and Republican Congress members were portrayed in more distant shots
(20.1%) than the president (14.0%),

(3, n = 404) = 14.5, £.< .001. (See Table 18 for

central figure of visual scene by camera distance).
Research Question 4
Research Question 4 examined the sources of attributions made in the audiovisual
messages found in the network coverage of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns.
Results from this exploratory analysis are presented here because the question speaks to
the relative attention given to the president and Republican Congress through direct
(primary) and indirect (secondary) attributions. According to Pfetch (1998), "media
attention is a good indicator of the leading position of the executive compared with the
[legislative branch of government]" (p. 77).
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Table 17
Central figure of the scene bv camera angle (Column percentages and frequencies)

Central figure
Angle*

President

Republicans

Low

3
(n = 6)

3
(8)

High

14
(29)

24
(69)

Straight on

83
(166)

73
(207)

President

Republicans

Low

45
(n = 5)

10
(8)

High

55
(6)

90
(69)

Angle**

•x' (2,0.= 485)= 7.1,E<.05
••X^(l,n = 88)= 9.4,B<01
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Table 18
Central figure of the visual scene bv camera-to-subject distance (Column percentages and
frequencies)
Central fieure
Distance

President

Republicans

Extreme close up

14
(n=l7)

6
(16)

Close up

46
(56)

37
(104)

Medium

26
(31)

38
(106)

Distant

14
(17)

20
(57)

Distance**

President

Republicans

Close ups

60
(73)

42
(120)

Medium/Distant

40
(48)

58
(163)

(3,il=404) = 14.5,e<.01
(1, n = 404) = 10.9, £.< -001
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Briefly, primary sources refer to the individual (or group he or she represents) that
is speaking in a given segment. The secondary source refers to individual or group
attributed by the primary source. For example, if the anchor quotes a Republican member
of Congress, the anchor is the primary source and the congress member is the secondary
source. The analyses were conducted by running frequencies of primary (n = 1714) and
secondary sources (n= 590) to observe the relative proportions among the possible
categories (See Appendix B for coding protocol).
Results show that the observed frequencies differ significantly from the expected
frequencies based on the null hypothesis,

(13, n = 1714) = 4292.9, p < .0001. Anchors

and field correspondents combined constituted, not surprisingly, 58 percent of all primary
sources. Average citizens were the primary source 15 percent of the time, followed by
Republican members of Congress (6%), and President Clinton (6%).
To compare the relative amount of "air time" Clinton, Dole, and Gingrich
received, an additional analysis examined how many times the they were the primary and
secondary sources of attributions made in the network coverage. Findings revealed that
when attributions made by Clinton, Gingrich and Dole were compared, observed
frequencies again differed significantly from expected frequencies based on the null
hypothesis,

(2, n = 229) = 8.13, p < .05.

Clinton was the primary source 41 percent of the time, Gingrich 32 percent, and
Dole was the primary source 26 percent of the time. However, when all Democratic
sources are compared to all Republican sources. Republicans appear as the primary
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source 60 percent of the time compared to Democrats who appear as the primary source
40 percent of the time,

(1. 0.= 407) = 9.14, £.< .01.

Observed frequencies of secondary sources also differed significantly from
expected frequencies,

(13, n = 590) = 4908.96, p < .0001. In this case. Democratic

members of Congress constituted 80 percent of all secondary attributions in the total
sample, far outnumbering any other possible source in the sample.
When the president. Speaker Gingrich and Senator Dole are directly compared,
results showed that primary sources quoted Clinton more than twice as often as Gingrich,
and more than three times as often as Dole, x^ (2, n = 99) = 28.79, p < .0001. When all
Democrats were compared to all Republicans in an aggregated sample. Democrats were
quoted almost 17 times more often than Republicans, x^ (1. 0 = 1657) = 1302.33, p <
.0001.

Summary
Overall, the results of this analysis supported Hla and Hlb concerning audio
content. The Republican Congress was blamed more often than the president in the
network coverage of the shutdowns, and there was clearly more strategy-framed coverage
than issue-framed audio coverage. There was no support for Hypothesis 2 regarding the
relationship between audio frames and visual content. Strategy frames were not more
associated with active or highly emotional images than issue frames. Research question 2
did, however, find a degree of relationship between visual characteristics and audio
frames when human-interest frames were included. That is, human-interest frames were
more likely to be accompanied by visuals that were negative in valence, intensified the
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emotional content of the audio track, were shot from lower camera angles, were extreme
in camera-to-subject distance, and featured average citizens as the main subjects.
The findings from H3 converged with much of the political communication
research on the media's inclination to present the president in more positive visuals than
the Congress, in regards to visual valence, camera angle, and camera-to-subject distance.
More specifically, RQ3 found that Clinton fared better than either Dole or Gingrich in
regards to audio and visual valence. RQ4 also found that Clinton had the upper hand in
terms of the amount of coverage he received as the primary and secondary source of
audio attributions. Finally, exploratory analyses showed that the four major networks
included in the study were homogenous in their attributions of responsibility and framing
of the government shutdowns.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

Summary and Integration of Results
The aim of this study was threefold: (1) to assess if the major networks attributed
more blame to the Republican Congress than to the president in their broadcast coverage
of the 1995-1996 federal government shutdowns, (2) to examine the framing of this
event, and (3) to examine the characteristics of the audiovisual message found in
broadcast coverage. Specifically, the study employed a content analysis to evaluate the
framing of the shutdowns through attributions of responsibility, issue versus strategic
framing, and characteristics of the audiovisual message. The results of the analysis for
audio and visual content of network coverage are discussed below with examples and
explanations of the findings. Broader implications and limitations of the study's findings
are then discussed in terms of theory, research, and its application to political media.
Discussion and Explanation of findings
Audio: Attribution of Responsibility and Framing
As predicted by Hypothesis la more attributions of responsibility were made
toward the Republican Congress than to the president in the audio portion of broadcast
coverage of this political event when the two were directly compared. The networks
mostly did not attribute blame to either the president or Republican Congress. However,
when attributions made toward the president or Republican Congress were directly
compared, results suggest that the network media were biased in favor of the president in
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their coverage of the government shutdowns. Analysis across networks indicated that
each network contained considerably more audio segments that attributed responsibility
to the Republican Congress than to the president when the president and Congress were
directly compared. Although most networks attributed the most blame to both the
executive and legislative branches of government, CBS blamed the Republican Congress
more often than it blamed both parties.
For example, one of the speculated causes of the December 1995 deadlock
between the White House and Republican Congress was the militancy of GOP House
freshmen. CBS correspondent Bob Schieffer explained to television audiences:
Well, Dan, nobody is going to tell you this on the record but in private
conversation. Republicans here, especially Republicans in the Senate, say
that Speaker Gingrich has simply lost control of his caucus. He has lost
control of some of those fire-brands who believe the only way to negotiate
is to agree with their position. The differences are so wide not only
between Republicans and Democrats in the White House, but between
Republicans themselves that no one is sure how this is going to come out
fCBS Nightly News. December 20, 1995).
Newt Gingrich was often the target of citizens' comments captured in network
sound bites. Protestors at federal offices held signs that read, "Furlough Newt!" (CBS
Nightly News. December 26, 1995) and "Newt Stole Christmas!" fNBC Nightly News.
December 25, 1995), and in the CNN report discussed earlier, the reporter asked a
fiirloughed employee who he blamed for the shutdown to which the employee replied,
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"Mr. Gingrich. Mr. Gingrich. We're the pawns in this" fCNN Nightly News. December
15, 1995).
Findings for Hlb, regarding the framing of the event in audio coverage, show that
when strategy and issue frames are directly compared, the networks predominantly relied
on strategy frames. The majority of coverage from all four networks included in the
analysis was framed in strategic terms, compared to issue frames. This was the case for
individual audio segments, which were coded for each speaker change, for overall stories
based on a two-thirds majority decision rule, and for stories when only the lead-in or
introduction was considered.
This was seen in stories centering around the consequences of the blame game
played out between the president and Republican Congress. While the budgetary issues
were sometimes discussed, they were often framed in terms of a "budget battle," with one
side attempting to beat out the other. For example, the intensity of the political crisis
reached a near-breaking point when federal workers were furloughed for the second time
one week before Christmas, and network coverage focused on the political infighting;
For the second day running, Washington's monuments and museums were
closed, but the blame game was in high gear. Republicans posed outside
the National Gallery of Art to say closing it was the president's doing. The
president blamed Republicans. Surrounding himself with little children, he
vetoed another set of Republican spending plans he said could only hurt
the young (CBS Nightly News. December 18, 1995).
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The predominance of strategic frames used to present the government shutdowns
and budget battle only served to highlight the behaviors, in this case negative behaviors,
of the individuals involved in the event. According to Iyengar (1991), audience exposure
to strategy-oriented frames can lead to individualistic attributions of responsibility for
problems, as opposed to societal attributions of responsibility. In this case, we might
hypothesize that audience members who received messages from networks would tend to
blame the president and Republican Congress members for the government shutdowns
more than they would blame the institutional constraints of balancing the federal budget.
The framing of the budget battle not only contributes to the interpretation of the problem,
but its causes and those responsible for the problem solution were identified.
Moreover, frames are not neutral but imply positive and negative meaning.
Previous research on framing has suggested that news frames carry dimensions of
valence, problem causality and solutions, and issue significance (Iyengar, 1991;
Patterson, 1993). The present findings suggest that in the coverage of the 1995-1996
government shutdowns, most stories framed the event and surrounding issues as a
negative political conflict with grave implications for the future of the American
economy and government-sponsored programs. In addition, the broadcast coverage
clearly showed the negative impact of the shutdowns on the American people and their
general disgust with Washington politics.
The networks' emphasis on the battle between the president and Republican
leaders only served to highlight the blame game, which developed into an even more
interesting human drama. As Patterson (1993) notes, "Like any schema, the game schema
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not only directs attention toward certain activities and away from others but also affects
the significance attached to these activities." News accounts of the political 'squabbling'
between Washington politicians only served to emphasize the real victims of the
shutdowns—the American people.
As noted in the results section pertaining to RQI, the human drama surrounding
the government shutdowns was emphasized in the network coverage of this political
event. This is apparent in the number of human-interest frames that emerged in the
overall coverage. NBC carried the most human-interest oriented stories of all the
networks (though there was no significant difference found among the networks),
discussing the impact of the shutdowns on average citizens and federal employees
through in-depth stories and man-on-the-street interviews.
The networks often followed a strategy-framed story with a human interest
framed story to "cut through the rhetoric" and demonstrate the impact of the shutdown for
Americans. For example, in a top story on December 18, 1995, NBC's Lisa Meyer
described the recent political moves in these words:
The president is posturing for political advantage in 1996...[he] was not
above scoring some political points himself Surrounded by children, he
vetoed two bills that would have put many federal workers back to work,
saying one cut environmental spending so much it would mean millions of
children living near toxic waste dumps (NBC Niehtlv News. December
18, 1995).
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This was only the first of three stories that discussed the shutdowns from various
perspectives that evening. The following story was dedicated to the impact of the
shutdown on tourists traveling during the holidays. NBC reporter Bob Faw described this
the impact of the second shutdown on tourists:
Today, some sounds of the season fell on deaf ears. Lady Liberty and
other institutions shut down — by the shutdown, again — infuriating
many Americans. For exasperated tourists at everglades national park in
Florida and elsewhere it was, as the philosopher Yogi Berra put it, "deja
vu all over again" rNBC Nightlv News. December 18, 1995).
In addition, many man-on-the-street interviews with citizens who were impacted
by the shutdowns implicated Congress in their responses. Out-of-work employees walked
the nearly empty halls of Congress, telling reporters, "They just don't seem to care that
this is having an impact. Therefore, they're too nonchalant about getting on to business
and doing their job, thereby allowing us to do our jobs" (ABC Niehtlv News. December
28, 1995).
According to Bennett (1996), one of the consequences of the press' need to attrart
audiences and similarly meet production pressures, is the presentation of dramatized
news. He states:
If there is a single most important flaw in the American news style, it is
the overwhelming tendency to downplay the big social, economic, or
political picture in favor of the human trials and triumphs that sit at the
surface of event. The reasons for this are numerous, from the journalist's
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fear that probing analysis will turn off audiences, to the relative ease of
telling the human interest side of a story as opposed to explaining deeper
causes and effects (Bennett, 1996, p. 39).

The predominance of human interest frames in the network coverage of the
government shutdowns supports previous research findings that the media tend to
concentrate on the people engaged in and impacted by political problems rather than the
Issues or processes at the heart of the problems. According to Pfetch (1998), the impact
of frames can be found in the process of "consensus mobilization in the public" (p. 76) by
which problems are identified and public officials are evaluated. Human-interest frames
should exacerbate the hypothesized effect of strategy frames to create a general mistrust
and cynicism in the American public toward political officials and institutions (Cappella
& Jamieson, 1997; Patterson, 1993).
First, strategy frames describing the government shutdown suggested that political
leaders and their inability to manage conflict were the cause of this national crisis. By
discussing the role of the 1996 elections in this political game, networks implied that the
key actors in the budget battle were acting out of self-interest rather than citizen's
interests. Second, the predominance of human-interest framed stories and man-on-thestreet interviews further highlighted the negative impact this was having on those whom
government supposedly served.
Although this study can not claim that the framing of the government shutdowns
had any impact on public opinion or the following election, it does support Patterson's
(1993) contention that American journalism's antipolitics bias toward government
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institutions and individuals shapes the media culture in which these messages are sent
and received. The impact of this culture, according to Patterson, is a weakening of the
government and legitimization of the press' control of the news message.
Visual: Visual scene/Frame Relationship
Hypotheses predicting that certain attributes of visual images would accompany
strategic and issue-oriented frames were not supported by the data. Specifically,
hypothesis 2a predicted that strategic audio frames would be accompanied by active
visual images, while issue frames would be accompanied by more passive visual images,
largely consisting of talking heads. Findings did not support this hypothesis. Strategy
frames that emphasized the political battle between the president and Republican
Congress often showed images that involved some sort of activity, which were largely
congruent with the audio content. However, talking head visual images that were
considered "passive" in this analysis were also associated more often with strategy frames
than with issue frames.
The hypotheses concerning the emotional content and structural features of visual
images were also not supported in the present analysis. Specifically, emotional and
unemotional frames were equally likely to accompany strategic frames as issue frames. In
addition, the majority of strategy and issue frames were accompanied by images low in
emotional content. Moreover, RQ2 found minimal support for the notion that other visual
features would be associated with either strategy or issue frames.
Results from RQ2 did, however, find some consistency in structural and editing
features of the visual scene and frames when human interest frames were introduced.
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That is, human interest frames were more often associated with camera features such as
extreme close-ups and distant shots than either strategy or issue-framed segments. In
addition, human interest framed segments were more likely than strategy or issue-framed
segments to be accompanied by visual images that intensified the emotional content of
the audio content, and the use of lower camera angles. Human-interest frames were
accompanied by more negative visual images than any other audio frame, usually in the
form of average citizens being impacted at federal sites closed down during the
shutdowns. For example, citizens were shown waiting in long lines for social security and
travel passports, peering into empty and darkened museums, or working late in virtually
empty federal ofTices to maintain some level of service at their own expense.
One explanation for these findings is in the nature of the event being covered.
That is, despite the fact that the political conflia was emphasized a great deal more than
the issues involved in the balanced budget negotiations and subsequent government
shutdowns, the event was still very process-oriented and difficult to capture on video.
Previous research that has examined the effects of television typically used story topics
that allowed for more emotional visual imagery, such as war, drug abuse, plane crashes,
urban riots, natural disasters, and crime (Crigler, Just, & Neuman, 1994; Newhagen &
Reeves, 1992). Although the audio content could easily frame the budget negotiations as
"skirmishes" or "political infighting," finding equally emotional visual images was not as
easy a task.
On the other hand, the sheer number of human-interest frames, compared to that
of issue frames for instance, suggests that the human drama was a prevalent theme
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throughout much of the coverage of the shutdowns. Results from research question 2
show that human-interest frames also contained more interesting visual images than
either strategy or issue frames, which might explain their prevalence in the broadcast
coverage of this event. The visuals accompanying human-interest frames tended to be
more negative, more extreme in camera-to-subject distance, more likely to intensify the
verbal content, and more likely to portray the subject from a lower camera angle. All of
these visual characteristics share in common a "storytelling" function that favors the
personal, human trials in place of the larger social, economic, or political picture.
Bennett (1996) explains that by "emphasizing the personal impact of events on
the audience," the media get "people to tune into issues on a purely egocentric level" (p.
48). Mainstream journalism, he goes on to say, "gives people a me-first view of the world
in which 'my' well-being, 'my' group, and 'my' country are emphasized over social
realities that differ from one's own" (p. 48). The presumed effect of such coverage on
viewers is a tendency to have a more emotional and less analytical reaction to political
news, as well as an egocentric rather than socially concerned view of political problems
(Bennett, 1996, p. 39).
Hypotheses concerned with the audiovisual presentation of the president and
Congress were supported and showed that the president received more positive coverage
than the Republican Congress, when the two were directly compared. Hypothesis 3a
predicted that networks would show the president in more positive visual images than
members of the Republican Congress. The data supported this hypothesis with the
president receiving an overwhelming majority of positive images compared to
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Republican Congress members. Moreover, the Republican Congress received twice as
many negative images as the president in network coverage. As was predicted, the
president's position gave him greater opportunity to manipulate his image through staged
events, such as vetoing the Republican balanced budget plan while surrounded by
children and minorities.
The president's ability to stage positive media events did not go unnoticed by the
networks. For instance, every network aired President Clinton vetoing the Republican's
plan to balance the budget on December 6, 1995. In an effort to make the veto seem
especially emphatic, the president vetoed the plan using the pen President Lyndon
Johnson used to sign Medicare into law 30 years prior. Close-ups of Clinton holding the
pen were shown, juxtaposed against television clips of Johnson using the same pen in the
White House. Surrounding Clinton in the Oval Office were citizens who were
presumably impacted by the president's decision, including a small African American
child sitting in a wheelchair seated next to the desk, watching as the president signed the
veto. The president was quoted as saying, "Today I am vetoing the biggest cuts in
Medicare and Medicaid in history, deep cuts in education, a rollback in environmental
protection, and a tax increase on working families" (ABC Nightly News. December 6,
1995).
The following scene showed Republican Congress members in their respective
press room, surrounding the podium, each attempting to respond to the president's veto.
The reporter's preface to Speaker Gingrich's reaction suggested a less issue-based and
more childish retort to President Clinton's statement: '^ewt Gingrich couldn't resist
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reacting to the Lyndon Johnson pen" CABC Nightly News. December 6, 1995). Gingrich's
following sound bite was also more adversarial than issue-oriented in nature; "People
know that a Washington-based, Washington-spending, Washington bureaucracy isn't the
answer" (^ABC Nightly News. December 6, 1995).
RQ3 was interested in the overall valence of both audio and visual coverage of the
political figures and institutions represented in the network coverage of the government
shutdowns. The Republican Congress received an overwhelmingly large proportion of
negative references in audio content compared to negative comments made toward the
president. For example, CNN's Candy Crowley stated:
Republicans believe they can cool some of the outrage coming in their
direction by refocusing on their main point, a balanced budget in seven
years. They dedicated the day to that proposition in the Senate gallery and
on the Senate floor...Democrats who have met with some success by
painting Republicans as the group which wants to hurt old people, know
they're on to something and continue to press their case fCNN Nightly
News. November 15, 1995).
When we examine the results of RQ4 which asked which sources were
predominantly featured in the network coverage of the government shutdowns, average
citizens constituted the primary source more than any other individual, after anchors and
field correspondents were accounted for. Democrats are overwhelmingly featured as
secondary sources compared to any other category, particularly compared to the amount
of coverage given to Republicans. The negative references made toward the president
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largely came from Republican spokespeople, though the negative references made toward
the Republican Congress were made by White House representatives, Democrats,
President Clinton, and average citizens as well.
President Clinton also received more positive visual coverage than either Senator
Bob Dole or Speaker Newt Gingrich when the three key figures of this political event
were directly compared. For example, a story run by ABC on November 17,1995
discussed the impact the budget battle, and particularly Newt Gingrich's notorious image,
was having on Senator Dole's presidential bid in the upcoming election:
From the beginning of the budget battle, these two Republicans have been
joined at the hip, though Senator Dole steps back when he can, letting the
Speaker take the lead and the heat. Watch this symbolic moment as the
Speaker returns to the microphone, the majority leader quickly exits stage
right, putting some distance between himself and Gingrich as though the
Speaker's problems might be contagious. "Good idea," says one
Republican consultant.
Hypothesis 3b expected to find the use of lower camera angles for visual shots of
the president and the use of higher camera angles for visual shots of Republican Congress
members. Results showed that most visual images of both the president and Republican
Congress members were shot straight on, rather than from low or high camera angles.
When the data were aggregated to directly compare low and high camera angles,
however, findings suggest that the president was, in fact, shot from low camera angles
while Republican Congress members were shot from high camera angles.
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While this finding suggests that the empowering visual technique to shoot from a
low camera angle gave the president a visual advantage, again the nature of this processoriented event could also explain the results. Much of the visual coverage of the Congress
took place during House and Senate debates on the legislative floor, where the cameras
tend to be located in the galleries focusing on the action below. This technical
e.xplanation concerning camera angle, however, also reminds us that the Congress
continues to struggle for network coverage that places them outside of the confines of
Capitol Hill. As Graber (1997) puts it:
Another reason why stories on Congress escape wide attention lies in the
nature of its work. The legislative branch drafts laws, makes compromises
among conflicting interests, forges shifting coalitions, and works out legal
details. Stories about the executive branch that describe what is actually
done are far more memorable than reports about how the laborious process
of hammering out legislation works (p. 291).
Hypothesis 3c predicted that the president would be featured in more close-ups
than members of the Republican Congress, partly due to the media accessibility to the
president. Results supported this hypothesis with the president receiving more close-up
shots and the Republican Congress receiving more distant shots. Considering the notion
that Republican Congress members often spoke as a representative group, consisting of
Senator Dole, Speaker Gingrich and key Republican Congress members, it is not
surprising that images portrayed them from a distance. However, the advantage of the
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presidency to speak with one voice also means that television crews were able to focus
directly on the president in more intimate, close-up shots.
One explanation for some findings that suggested that there was very little
difference between the president and Republican Congress concerning the use of
structural camera features could lie in the number of human interest fi-ames found in the
coverage of this event. A predominant theme throughout much of the coverage was the
government's lack of sensitivity to the American people during the government
shutdowns, and in this scenario, the antagonists constituted Washington politicians and
their inability to reach an agreement at the expense of average citizens. Therefore, we
would not see stark differences in the visual commentary between the president and
Republican Congress, but would find differences between the visual images of average
citizens and political leaders, as was the case.
An alternative explanation of the findings could be that the use of camera features
as visual commentary is less apparent in news than in other genres of film and television
production. While many of the shots of political figures found in the network coverage of
the budget battle and government shutdowns were taken during formal and informal press
conferences, a large portion were candid in nature, capturing individuals as they were
entering or leaving meetings. This suggests that the images of the president and
Republican Congress members that appeared in the stories were less a product of
conscious "powerful" and "powerless" bias, but the result of limited access to government
negotiations and processes.
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Implications of findings and directions for fiiture research
The findings fi-om this study have theoretical, methodological, and practical
implications for the use of a fi-aming approach to study news messages, audiovisual
content analysis research, and the nature of the political press.
Theoretical Implications for Media Framing
Media framing is an organizing tool that packages events and occurrences into a
container of reality based on what is selected, emphasized, and omitted from the news
story. What makes the fi-aming approach so marketable among disciplines and across
research agendas is its ability to connect news texts to the once subdivided processes of
news production and consumption (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). The results fi"om the present
analysis contribute two major points related to the use of a framing approach to study
news messages and one major point related to the theoretical impact of audiovisual
analyses.
First, results fi'om the research questions suggest that the audio and visual content
of news messages is not a completely random pairing, but reflects a degree of
relationship between the audio content of political events and the visuals that are captured
to tell the story in its entirety. Previous research has speculated on the nature of visual
accompaniment to strategic news frames (Iyengar, 1991) as a reason for the predominant
use of strategic over issue fi^ames. The findings fi'om this study do not support this notion.
However, the resuhs of this analysis partially confirm the idea that visuals can support
media bias or tone of political parties and figures.
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Second, not only do frames provide cognitive perspectives on issues and events,
but also provide the potential for collective action (Gamson, 1992). According to Pfetch
(1998), frames are "equated with the general processes of'consensus mobilization' in the
public" (p. 76), by defining problems and suggesting solutions. This interpretive function
of the news media can be a powerful tool in shaping public opinion, which explains why
political leaders strive to control the media message often through the visual image in
staged "pseudoevents" (Pfetch, 1998) and "photobites" (Cronkite, 1998).
In light of this function of framing, the present findings suggest that network news
can frame political occurrences into collective action frames that provide audiences with
clear themes of injustice with images of victims and perpetrators and suggest the agency
with which to correct them. In the case of network coverage of the 1995-1996
government shutdowns, the human-interest frame told the story of Washington-based
politicians vying for political power at the expense of the average citizen and "non
essential" federal employees. Furthermore, news stories suggested that the strategic
maneuvering of the president and Republican Congress had implications for the
upcoming elections, where citizens could make their frustration known.
Finally, the audiovisual analysis presented by this study suggests that a
relationship between audio fi'ames and visual images, though slight, is present. Television
is both an audio and visual medium, and media messages must be studied with these
characteristics in mind. As the practice of journalism moves closer to what Bennett
(1996) refers to as "Infotainment" or the blurring between substantial news and
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entertaining programming, the greater our need to understand how political events are
defined and presented by the press.
Although results did not support the findings regarding visual images and strategy
and issue fi-ames, it is important that future researchers continue to examine the audio
visual relationship. Although strategy frames were not associated more fi-equently with
emotional or active visual images, the results fi'om this study did find that when humaninterest frames were identified and examined, more emotional visual images
accompanied these frames than strategy or issue frames. These findings imply that
perhaps when political events are framed in terms of the human drama or from a human
interest angle, we would expect to find more interesting visual images. Future research
should examine this relationship between the visual image and human interest frames in
more depth.
In addition, the prevalent use of human drama to present this political event to
television audiences needs to be studied in more depth in light of the current theoretical
framing approach. Perhaps it is in human-interest framed stories that we see a greater
visual bias through structural and editing techniques to portray the American people as
victims to the political process? Results from this study would suggest this. The potential
for visuals to fi^ame a political event may not be associated with strategy frames, as this
study hypothesized, but with human-interest fi^ames. We might further speculate that
when journalists are presented with good visuals, through photobites or staged media
events, the audio or text is then written to support the visuals. Again, this suggests that
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visuals, in fact, would be starting point for a news story and would be the source for the
subsequent frame.
What is the consequence of human interest frames in political news? As Bennett
(1996) claims, the popularity of personalized news that focuses on the human drama has
political costs. The tendency to focus on the personal side of political news not only
distorts audience perception of power and its consequences, but also encourages the
audience to forego political analysis in favor of rallying for the winning side.
In summary, future research should further investigate the human-interest frame
in political news content with regards to the audiovisual presentation and its effects on
television audiences. For instance, under what conditions do human interest frames
occur? Although the present study examined a unique case - the government shutdowns
- political battles between branches of government, within branches of government, and
between political figures may incur positive and negative media bias and elicit the use of
human interest frames. What impaa, if any, do human interest frames have on the
identified effects of political learning (Ansolabehere, Behr, and Iyengar, 1993), political
apathy (Ansolabehere & Iyengar, 1996), and cynicism (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997)7
These questions would lead to a better understanding of possible trends in modem
journalism and their implications on the democratic process.
Research Implications for Audiovisual Content Analysis
With respect to research implications, findings from the present analysis suggest
three considerations for future content analyses of audiovisual news messages. First, one
of the difficulties of studying the audiovisual content of broadcast messages is in the
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incompatible units of analysis for audio and visual content. In the present case, the audio
segment was defined by speaker changes, which proved to be a more reliable unit of
analysis than other syntactical units such as sentences, thoughts, or phrases. Visual
content, however, was coded based on "scenes," defined as visual shots of the subject,
bounded by adjacent scenes of different subjects.
In some cases, several visual scenes accompanied one audio segment (as many as
19 scenes for one segment), and in other cases, one visual scene would span two speaker
changes. This invariably created a need to establish coding protocol to maintain
consistency and reliability among coders, though these rules may or may not reflect the
way in which audiences watch and interpret the audiovisual message. This leads to the
second point, which is that, in fact, studies have demonstrated that audiences are
impacted by television through the combined audiovisual stimuli, rather than by the audio
or visual content alone (Crigler, Just, & Neuman, 1994). Therefore, a more concerted
effort must be made to study the content of television messages in ways that are more
analogous to the ways in which the messages are interpreted. This will undoubtedly
require a better understanding of the audio/visual relationship in television news as more
audiovisual analyses are conducted.
Finally, it should be remembered that the content analysis is simply a "research
technique for the objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest
content of communication" (Berelson, 1952). The focus on manifest content is necessary
to produce results that are scientifically valid, although the very nature of a fi"aming
approach suggests that meaning is buried beneath the surface of the communication
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content. Researchers using a content analysis should be particularly careful to explicate
the difference since all messages are polysemic, potentially conveying multiple meanings
to various audiences (Graber, 1993). No inferences should be made concerning latent
content of media messages unless an audience-based analysis is used. A multi-method
approach would be the most comprehensive approach (though costly in time and money):
a content analysis to assess the nature of coverage, surveys or interviews with journalists
and other news producers, and audience analyses to test for the effects of news content on
political attitudes or behavior.
Applied Implications for Political News Media
Put into the political communication context, frames that highlight certain aspects
of reality while ignoring others may lead to different reactions from the audience toward
political figures and institutions. Framing may play a major role in the distribution of
political power in respect to public opinion and public support for policy issues. In the
case of media coverage of the 1995-1996 government shutdowns, the president garnered
greater visibility and more positive media attention than Congress through his control of
information flow. However, neither the Republican Congress nor the president could
stave off the negative implications of the budget impasse as it affected the American
people. The human drama of the government shutdowns resulted in negative evaluations
of government as a whole demonstrated in polls at the time, perhaps supporting
Patterson's (1993) notion of an anti-politics bias in the press.
The implications of this kind of news coverage rest on Iyengar's (1991) notion
that news frames that do not focus on the broader, more contextualized issues encourages
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audience members to view political problems in egocentric terms rather than taking a
more socially concerned perspective. One of the most important consequences of the way
political issues are framed is the solution to the problem that the frame implies (Iyengar,
1991). When the government shutdowns are firamed as the result of major ideological
differences in party in the way the country should handle the federal budget deficit.
Social Security and other entitlements, the discussion surrounding the event would focus
on these issues. On the other hand, when they are framed as political squabbling between
key figures in government or as a tool in the rhetorical battle for public approval, the
solution is to get the rascals out in the upcoming election or to become even more
dissatisfied and cynical about Washington bureaucracy.
It should also be noted that any claims about the impact of this coverage on public
opinion outside of the realm of the government shutdowns should be qualified. The
validity of content analyses is bounded by the limited attention paid to the context in
which the message being studied is presented.
For example, the present analysis examined only those stories that mentioned the
budget battle or the government shutdowns. Any claims about the outcomes of the
analysis on potential perceptions of the political figures and institutions involved in this
event should be qualified by other important contextual cues. For instance, within this
two-month time period Speaker Gingrich appeared in the news when the House Ethics
Committee appointed a special council to investigate Gingrich's teaching of a course
supported by tax-deductible contributions.
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Furthermore, Whitewater investigations during this time period also highlighted
Congressional-presidential conflict over access to certain key documents, which the
president refused to hand over to the investigating congressional committee. In other
words, the budget battle and government shutdowns were only a portion of the political
stories that may have impacted public opinion of the president and Republican Congress
at this particular time.
Nonetheless, the findings from this study increase our understanding of the events
and attributes surrounding the television coverage of the 1995-1996 government
shutdowns, and contribute theoretically and methodologically to the use of a framing
perspective to study the audiovisual message. The present study does support the notion
that the media can and do tend to focus on dramatized and personalized news (Bennett,
1996) over more in-depth, analytical, and issue-oriented news. More importantly, this
study further suggests that frames are not only found in the text, but can be found in the
audiovisual message as well. Audio frames are not accompanied by random visual
images, but are packaged together to highlight the drama and personal nature of political
events.
The 1995-1996 government shutdowns have been referred to as a historic political
event, marking the longest federal shutdown to date. They will undoubtedly impact future
budget negotiations as well as influence future presidential-congressional relations. More
importantly, researchers have called the budget impasse one of the greatest political
victories for President Clinton against the Republican Congress during his presidency.
Charles Jones (1999) notes that during the budget battle and subsequent blame game, "the
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House Republicans committed one of the cardinal errors in American politics by
assuming a static condition on the part of their opponents" (p. 133).
The media framing of the government shutdowns was deemed crucial to the
success of Clinton's message strategy and further suggests that the importance of the
media message is undeniable (Jones, 1999). Unfortunately, the media only perpetuate
public cynicism (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997) and a lack of understanding of the broader
issues involved in political problem-solving (Iyengar, 1991) when it focuses on conflict,
human drama, and political squabbling rather than the issues and processes surrounding
political events.
As we continue to move into the twenty-first century, our perceptions of political
institutions and the impact of politics on our lives will become even more dependent on
media messages. We see this occurring with the advent of new technology, such as the
Internet, that has only increased the quantity of news messages audiences receive.
Politicians increasingly understand the role of the media in the formula for public support
and political power, and consumers of news should be equally aware. Therefore, the need
to better understand the nature of the news message and the role the news media play in
the political arena is imperative.
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APPENDIX A
List of stories by network
ABC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Date
1995/11/13
1995/11/13
1995/11/13
1995/11/13
1995/11/14
1995/11/14
1995/11/15

Storv ID
001
002
003
004
005
006
007

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1995/11/15
1995/11/15
1995/11/16
1995/11/16
1995/11/16
1995/11/17
1995/11/17
1995/11/17
1995/11/17
1995/11/20
1995/11/27
1995/11/28
1995/11/30
1995/12/06
1995/12/0 7
1995/12/07
1995/12/11
1995/12/12
1995/12/15
1995/12/26
1995/12/27
1995/12/28
1995/12/29
1995/12/2/
1996/01/02
1996/01/03
1996/01/03
1995/01/03

008
009
010
on
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035

Title from abstracts
Budget/Deadlock
Your money/your choice
Budget/Borrowing impasse
Political Deadlock/Government shutdown
Budget/Government shutdown/The politics/An
analysis

Budget/Standoff
Clinton Vs/Gingrich/The snub
Federal shutdown
Budget/House bill/Government shutdown
Campaign '96/Dole

Budget compromise/Government workers
Campaign '96/Dole, Gingrich
Budget negotiations
Congress/Budget
Budget/Republican Plan/Clinton veto
Budget/Clinton plan
Gingrich/Ethics investigation
Budget deal/CBO
Budget/Government shutdown/Republicans
Budget/Government shutdown
Budget/Government shutdown
Budget/Government shutdown
Budget/Government shutdown
Budget battle/congressional travel flap
Budget crisis/Politics
Budget battle/Government shutdown/politics
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36

1996/01/04

036

37
38
39
40
41
42

1996/01/04
1996/01/08
1996/01/09
1996/01/10
1996/01/11
1996/01/12

037
038
039
040
041
042

NBC
1
2
3
4
5

Date
11/13/95
11/13/95
11/14/95
11/14/95
1995/11/15

Storv ID
043
044
045
046
047

6
7

11/15/95
1995/11/16

048
049

8
9
10
11
12
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

1995/11/17
1995/11/17
1995/11/17
1995/11/20
1995/28/95
1995/12/6
1995/12/7
1995/12/15
1995/12/18
1995/12/18
1995/12/18
1995/12/19
1995/12/20
1995/12/21
1995/12/21
1995/12/22
1995/12/26
1995/12/27
1995/12/27
1995/12/28

050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069

27
28

1995/12/28
1995/12/29

070
071

Budget/Government shutdown/Getty AIDS
case
Budget plans/Government workers
Budget talks/Clinton & Congress
Budget/Politics/Wall street
Clinton/Press conference
Clinton/Budget

Title from abstracts

Budget/Government Shutdown/The
Politics/An analysis
Budget/Shutdown/Clinton/Gingrich
Complaints
Government Shutdown/Presidential politics

Budget Compromise/Government workers
Budget/ Republican Plan/ Clinton Veto
Budget/Clinton Plan
Budget/Government shutdown
Budget crisis/Government shutdown
Wall Street/Economy
Listening to America
Budget/Stalemate
Budget deadlock
Budget/Government shutdown
In their own words
Budget/Government shutdown
Budget/Government shutdown
Budget/Government shutdown
In depth (government shutdown)
Budget/Government shutdown/Food programs
Grand Tetons Closed
Budget battle/Congressional travel flap
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29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

1996/01/01
1996/01/02
1996/01/02
1996/01/03
1996/01/03
1996/01/04
1996/01/04
1996/01/05

072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

1996/01/05
1996/01/08
1996/01/09
1996/01/10
1996/01/11
1996/01/17
1996/01/18

080
081
082
083
084
085
086

CBS
1
2
3
4

Date
1995/11/14
1995/11/14
1995/11/14
1995/11/15

Storv ID
087
088
089
090

5
6

1995/11/15
1995/11/15

091
092

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1995/11/16
1995/11/16
1995/11/16
1995/11/16
1995/11/17
1995/11/20
1995/11/20
1995/11/27

093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100

15
16
17
18

1995/11/28
1995/12/05
1995/12/05
1995/12/06

101
102
103
104

New Years Day
Government shutdown

Budget battle/Government shutdown/Politics
Budget/Government shutdown
Federal Workers
Budget/Government shutdown/Politics of
reopening
Budget negotiations
Budget stalemate
Budget stalemate
Clinton/Budget
Budget standoff
Budget standoff

Title from abstracts
Political Deadlock/Government Shutdown
The Economy
Government shutdown/The Public
Budget/Government Shutdown/Clinton
Interview
National park Service/Budget/Govemment
shutdown
Budget/Shutdown
Gingrich Interview
Government Shutdown/ Day 3
Budget/ House Bill/ Government Shutdown
Budget Compromise/ Government workers
Reality Check (Republican tax cut plan)
Decision '96/ Presidential campaign/ Dole &
Gingrich
Bosnia/ Peace/ U.S. Troops/ Budget
Budget Battle
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1995/12/07
1995/12/08
1995/12/08
1995/12/11
1995/12/15
1995/12/18
1995/12/19
1995/12/20
1995/12/20
1995/12/21
1995/12/22
1995/12/22
1995/12/25
1995/12/26
1995/12/27
1995/12/27
1995/12/28

105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

1995/ 12/ 29
1995/12/29
1996/01/01
1996/01/02
1996/01/03
1996/01/03
1996/01/04

122
123
124
125
126
127
128

43
44
45
46
47
48
49

1996/01/04
1996/01/05
1996/01/05
1996/01/05
1996/01/10
1996/01/11
1996/01/12

129
130
131
132
133
134
135

CNN
1

Date
1995/11/13

Storv ID
136

2
3
4
5

1995/11/13
1995/11/13
1995/11/14
1995/11/14

137
138
139
140

Budget Battle/ Clinton
Campaign 96/ Dole
Budget deal/ CBO
Budget/ Government Shutdown
Budget crisis/ Government shutdown
Budget dispute/ Government Shutdown
Budget Deadlock
Budget/ Government shutdown
Budget/ Government shutdown
Budget/ Government shutdown
Budget/ Government shutdown
Budget/ Government shutdown
Budget/ Government shutdown/ Defense
Spending Bill
Budget Battle/ Congressional Travel Flap
Government Shutdown
Government shutdown/ Federal Workers
Budget Battle/ Government shutdown/ Impact
Budget/ Government shutdown/ Federal
workers
Government shutdown
Budget/Government shutdown
Politics of reopening
Budget Stalemate
Clintons/ Press conference/ Whitewater
Clinton/ Budget

Title from abstracts
N/A no abstracts available for CNN's Prime
News
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

1995/1/14
1995/11/15
1995/11/15
1995/11/16
1995/11/16
1995/11/17
1995/11/20
1995/11/20
1995/11/29
1995/11/30
1995/12/01
1995/12/05
1995/12/06
1995/12/07
1995/12/08
1995/12/11
1995/12/12
1995/12/13
1995/12/14
1995/12/15
1995/12/15
1995/12/18
1995/12/19
1995/12/20
1995/12/21
1995/12/22
1995/12/26
1995/12/27
1995/12/28
1995/12/29
1996/01/01
1996/01/02
1996/01/02
1996/01/03
1996/01/04
1996/01/05
1996/01/08
1996/01/08
1996/01/09
1996/01/10
1996/01/11
1995/01/11

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
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APPENDIX B
Coding Protocol for 1995-1996 Government Shutdown Study
Introduction
This news story protocol is aimed at assessing the framing of the 1995-1996 federal
government shutdowns by the four major news networks (ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN). It
examines the coverage in respect to the verbal/audio framing, but also considers the
visual contribution to the overall framing of the stories. The following definitions are
important in selecting and analyzing the content under study.
Unit of analvsis: News Story
The unit of analysis is the news story. A news story focuses on the battle between the
president and the Republican Congress over the balanced budget that resulted in two
separate government shutdowns in 1995 and 1996. News stories are defined as all nonadvertising matter in a news product that mention the government shutdowns, the budget
battle, or the consequences of the government shutdown on average citizens, the
upcoming presidential elections, political relations, etc. Coding of variables 2 through 4
should be done with the news story unit in mind.
Procedural unit of analvsis: Speaker change
The unit of analysis for coding purposes is a change in speaker. Coding of variables 5
through 19 should be done for each change in speaker. Visual segments will be coded in
a running format alongside the verbal units of analysis. Note that some verbal units will
contain several visual scenes. Categories that are concerned with the visual scene should
be repeated for each visual scene and entered into the coding sheet, which allows for
these situations.
Visual Scene
A visual scene is defined as a camera shot or shots of the same subject, bounded by
adjacent scenes of different subjects. A new scene requires cutting to a new subject, not
simply a change in camera angle or motion. Furthermore, graphics that appear as a visual
scene are defined as all two-dimensional visuals especially prepared for the television
camera, such as studio or title cards, illustrations, maps or charts. Computer-generated
titles, charts or animation—even if appearing three dimensional—are also a part of
television graphics.
Audio Story and Segment Frames
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An audio frame is a word, sentence, or phrase that corresponds to a visual scene. Audio
frames are assessed for the type of frame that is dominant in the unit. Types of frames
that can be identified include "issue" frames, which focus on broad themes surrounding
the issue of the budget battle or government shutdown, including ideological foundations,
policies, and other background information that often serve to provide context. "Strategy"
frames, on the other hand, focus on the game or strategies used by politicians to promote
their positions. Strategy frames often utilize the language of war or games (e.g., "The day
the budget battle wouldn't budge").
A third frame, "human interest," is one that focuses on the effects of the government
shutdown or budget battle on average citizens and/or federal employees. This frame
might include mention of the number of federal workers that were sent home from work,
the federally fiinded services that were not available during the shutdown, or tourists who
were unable to visit federal tourist attractions, such as the Grand Canyon.
Valence
Valence refers to how a subject is portrayed, through both the audio and visual
components, in terms of positive and negative attributes. In audio frames, a subject can
be framed negatively if the audio portion mentions negative traits or characteristics that
focus on adversarial relationships, conflict, disorganization, political and/or economic
instability, weakness, tensions, decline, liabilities or unreliability.
Similarly, any audio reference that suggests a lack of support for a political figure or
institution and/or their position would be considered negative. Positive attributions
include mention of traits or characteristics that focus on cooperation, political and/or
economic stability, strength, progress, resources, or dependability. In addition, any audio
reference that suggests support for a political figure or institution and/or their position
would be considered positive.
Visual images should be assessed for valence if they clearly depict the subject in
either a positive or negative light. Graphic images are the easiest to assess, since they
tend to illustrate positive or negative support for a position (e.g., in the form of a poll).
Other visual images can imply public support for a position, such as a politician amidst a
cheering crowd (positive). Visual images can also imply public displeasure of a position,
such as shots of picketers with clearly marked signs.
Neutral images are those that do not place the main focus in either a positive or
negative light.
Ambiguous images are those that cannot be coded as either clearly positive or
negative such as talking heads.
Attribution of Responsibility
Audio segments should be coded for explicit and implicit attributions of responsibility for
the government shutdown. Codes allow for specific targets of attribution, including the
president, Congress, both, some other party, or no target. An example of an explicit
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attribution of responsibility might be found in audio segments accompanying a poll that
shows more people believe the Republican Congress are responsible for the government
shutdown. An example of an implicit attribution of responsibility might be found in a
quote from a member of Congress, suggesting that the president's veto of the Republican
Budget Plan is keeping federal workers from returning to work. Note that some segments
may be negative in valence toward a political figure or institution, but no attribution of
responsibility is made.
Emotional content
Visual scenes should be coded for their emotional content in respect to the focus and/or
context of the visual image, regardless of the accompanying audio segment. Content
should be coded if highly emotional, somewhat emotional, unemotional or neutral.
Examples of highly emotional content include angry protestors and picketers. Congress
members speaking emphatically with negative visual aids on the House or Senate floors.
Procedure
The present study also assumes that the potential importance of visual components in
television news is contingent on the verbal interpretations or accompaniment of those
images, and should take both channels into consideration. Unlike many studies that
examine the visual or verbal aspects of television separately, the coding of visuals in this
study, will be accomplished by studving the visual images in the context of the verbal
frames, using 'speaker changes' as a recording unit of analysis and studying
accompanying visual scenes.
The following steps should be taken in the content analysis coding described below (v.
stands for variable): (a) All relevant abstracts are read to identify placement and length of
story; (b) All relevant stories are analyzed for specific characteristics described below.
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Story level -Coder should record the following information for each story.
Variable
Number
v1.
initials.

Column

1

v2.
network

Category Names
and Codes
Coder

Description

Network

Coder should record the

Coder should record his/her

1 =ABC
2 = CBS
3 = NBC
4 = CNN
v3.

Date of segment

Code month, date, and least
two numbers of year. For
example, Febmary 5,1996
would be coded 020596

v4.

Segment length

Code the length of the story
in minutes: seconds) based
on the abstracts.

Placement

Code where in the broadcast

v5.
the segment

5

appeared
1 = first story
2 = not first story but before the first commerdal
3 = final story before credits (kicker)
9 = neither
v6.
6
representation.

Story frame

Code the frame of the verbal

1 = strategic (or mostly strategic)
2 = issue (or mostly issue)
3 = mixed (1/2 strategic and 1/2 issue)
4 = human interest frame (effects of shutdown on dtizens,
fed. workers)
5 = mixed (human interest & strategy)
6 = mixed (human interest & issue)
7 = neutral
9 = ambiguous/not applicable
"To determine if a story focuses on strategy, issue, or mixed schemes, use a 2/3decision rule. If 2/3 or more of the segments of a story is strategy or issue, choose that
category. If the story is mixed, choose mixed.
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Variable
Number

Column

v7.

7

Category Names
and Codes
Attribution of responsibility

Description
Code the story for attributes
of responsibility to either the
president or the Republican
Congress.

1 = attributes responsibility for the shutdown to the
President
2 = attributes responsibility for the shutdown to the
Republican Congress
3 = attributes responsibility for the shutdown to both the
executive and legislative branches of government
4 = attributes responsibility for the shutdowns to some
other party.
9 = does not attribute responsibility for the shutdown.
* To determinQ if a story attributes responsibility to one political figure or institution, use a 2/3-dedsion rule. If
2/3 or more of the segments of a story attributes blame to one category, choose tha( category. If the story is
mixed, choose mixed.

Verbal information-Coder should code each distinct verbal representation that
references a single visual image. The verbal representation can be in the form of a word,
phrase, sentence or multiple sentences.
v8.

8

Audio frame

Code the frame of the verbal
representation

1 = strategic
2 = issue
3 = mixed (1/2 strategic and 1/2 issue or 1/2 issue and 1/2
human interest)
4 = human interest (effects of shutdown on citizens, fed.
workers)
5 = neutral
9 = ambiguous/not applicable
v9.

9

Audio Valence or tone

Code the valence or tone of
the audio representation as it
pertains to the following
individuals and/or institutions
involved in the govemment
shutdown

1 = positive toward Clinton
2 = positive toward Congress (or members of Congress)
3 = negative toward Clinton
4 = negative toward Congress (or members of Congress)
5 = positive toward both Clinton and Congress
6 = negative toward both Clinton and Congress
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7 = mixed
8 = neutral
9 = ambiguous/not applicable

Variable
Number
v10.

Column
10

Category Names
and Codes
Attribution of responsibility

Description
Code the verbal segment for
attributes of responsibility for
the govemment shutdown.

1 = attributes responsibility for the shutdown to the
president
2 = attributes responsibility for the shutdown to the
Republican Congress
3 = attributes responsibility for the shutdown to both the
executive and legislative branches of govemment
4 = attributes responsibility for the shutdowns to some
other party.
9 = does not attribute responsibility for the shutdown.
v11.
11
of the segment

Primary source

Code for the primary source

1 = A = Anchor
2 = F = Field correspondent
3 = CL = Pres. Clinton
4 = N = Newt Gingrich
5 = B = Dole
6 = WH = White House official
7 = RC = Republican Congress
8 = AL = Al Gore
9 = DM = Democratic Member of Congress (identify by name)
10 = RM = Republican Member of Congress (identiiFy by name)
11 = M = Military
12 = S = Spouses (identify)
13 = E = Experts, pundits, researchers, etc. (identify)
14 = AC = Average citizen
15=1 = Interest group (identify)
16 = P = poll
17 = 0 = Other individual (identify)
18 = CO = Some combination of above
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Variable
Number
V12

Column
12

Category Names
and Codes
Secondary source

Description
Code for a secondary source
(any source quoted by the
primary source) using the
categories for the primary
source.

Visual segment: Code the following infomnation for each 'visual scene' as defined above.
If more than one visual segment is found accompanying one audio segment, the
following categories should be coded for each visual segment and numbered in the
space provided for visual segments.
v13.

13

Central Figure

Code the central figure
of the visual image.

1 = A = Anchor
2 = F = Field correspondent
3 = CL = Pres. Clinton
4 = AL = Al Gore
5 = CL G = President Clinton and Vice Pres. Gore together
6 = B = Dole
7 = N = Newt Gingrich
8 = BN = Sen. Bob Dole and Newt Gingrich together
9 = CL B N = President Clinton and Sen. Dole and Speaker Gingrich
10 = WH = White House offidal
11 = RC = Republican Congress representatives
12 = C = Congress as a whole
13 = DM = Democratic Member of Congress (identify by name)
14 = RM = Republican Member of Congress (identify by name)
15 = E = Experts, pundits, researchers, etc. (identify)
16 = AC = Average citizen/Federal employees
17=1 = Interest group (identify)
18 = GR = graphic (identify/describe—i.e.,''Four hours until possible shutdown")
19 = L = a location (identify)
20 = CO = some other combination of above (identify)
21 = S = Spouse
22 = M = Military
23 = O = other
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Variable
Number
v14.

Column

14

Category Names
and Codes
Primary activity/behavior

Description
Code the primary activity or
behavior of the main focus of
the image. If no people are
present in the image, code
as "not applicable."

For political figure/ reporters & anchors
1 = talking head (i.e., close-up during sound bite)
2 =addressing the press at fonmal press conference
3 = addressing the press at an informal press conference (i.e., on the street, at
location)
4 = talking to an audience
5 = speaking on Congress floor
6 = taking votes on Congress floor
7 = shaking hands with citizens (i.e., on campaign trail)
8 = signing bill (i.e., vetoing bill)
10 = traveling (i.e., boarding plane, driving)
11 = book signing
12 = in meeting/conference (i.e., on Air Force One, with govemors)
For average citizens/federal employees:
13 = working
14 = shutting down office
15 = shopping
16 = traveling to or from worit
17 = picketing/protesting
18 = trying to visit federal site (i.e.. Grand Canyon, museum)
19 = other activity/behavior (identify)
9 = not applicable (graphic)

v15.

15

Emotional content

Code the emotional content
of the visual scene only.

1 = highly emotional
2 = somewhat emotional
3 = unemotional/ neutral
9 = ambiguous or not applicable (i.e., graphics)
v16.

16

Emotional conaruencv

Code the emotional
contribution tiiat the visual
image makes to the audio
segment

1 = intensifies the emotional content
2 = does not affect the emotional content
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3 = detracts from the emotional content (I.e., negative
audio, positive
visual)
9 = ambiguous/not applicable
Location

Code the location of the

1 = Newsroom
2 = White House
3 = Capitol Hill (Congress floor, steps of the Capitol
building, hallways of the Capitol building)
4 = Federal office/building/site/federal park (i.e., Health &
Human Services office, Sodal Security office, Grand
Canyon, etc.)
5 = Other identifiable location (identify)
6 = Unidentifiable location
9 = Not applicable (i.e., graphic)
Image valence

Code the valence of the
visual scene, particularly the
main focus.

1 = Positive (focus of the scene is portrayed in a positive light,
such as the President amidst a cheering crowd or against an
attractive, historic backdrop)
2 = Negative (focus of the scene is portrayed in a negative
light, such as displeasure among Congress members on the
House floor, protestors with signs that contain negative
language tovy^rd someone, or poll data that shows a lack of
public support for a position).
3 - Neutral (images that cannot be coded as either clearly
positive or negative, such as talking heads, or other neutral
graphic images).
9 = Not applicable
Camera angle

Code the camera angle used
to shoot the main focus
based on the following
codes:

1 = Camera angled up
2 = Camera angled down
3 = Camera straight on
9 = Ambiguous/Not applicable O e.,graphic)
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V 20.

20

Paraoroxemics:

Code the proxemic distance
between the main focus and
the camera.

1 = extreme dose up (head shot)
2 = close-up (approximately 1to 3 feet above the
shoulders)
3 = medium shot (approximately 3 feet to 12 feet, upper
torso, head to knees, full body shot with minimal attention
to background)
4 = distant shot (approximately 12 feet and beyond,
distance shot)
9 = Not applicable (i.e., graphic)
V 21-28

21-28

Visuals 3: Repeat for additional visual images (focus2,
activity2, intensity2, location2, valence2, angle2, and
paraproxemics2, focus 3, etc.).

v 29-36

29-36

Visuals 4

v37^4

37-44

Visuals 5

V

45-52

45-52

Visuals 6

V

53-60

53-60

Visuals 7

61-68

Visuals 8

V61-68
V

69-76

69-76

Visuals 9

V

77-83

77-83

Visuals 10

V

84-91

84-91

Visuals 11

V

92-99

92-99

Visuals 12

V

100-107

100-107

Visuals 13

V

108-115

108-115

Visuals 14

116-123

116-123

Visuals 15

V

124-131

124-131

Visuals 16

V

125-132

125-132

Visuals 17

V

133-140

133-140

Visuals 18

V
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